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 i 
Abstract 
While structures have been determined for many soluble proteins and an increasing number 
of membrane proteins, experimental structure determination methods are limited for complexes of 
proteins and solid surfaces. An economical alternative or complement to experimental structure 
determination is molecular simulation. Rosetta is a molecular simulation software suite that can 
model protein–surface interactions. While Rosetta has been thoroughly benchmarked on soluble 
protein modeling tasks, its ability to predict protein–surface interactions requires further work. In 
particular, the validity of the energy function is uncertain because it is a combination of 
independent parameters from energy functions developed separately for solution proteins and 
mineral surfaces. Therefore, I have assessed the performance of the RosettaSurface algorithm and 
tested the accuracy of its energy function by modeling the adsorption of leucine/lysine repeat 
peptides on methyl- and carboxy-terminated self-assembled monolayers. I investigated how 
RosettaSurface predictions for this system compared with experimental results, which showed that 
on both surfaces, LK-α peptides folded into helices and LK-β peptides held extended structures. 
Utilizing this model system, I performed a parametric analysis of Rosetta’s Talaris energy function 
and determined that the default energy function was less able to predict the extended LK-β 
structures, and that adjusting solvation parameters offered improved predictive accuracy. 
Simultaneously increasing lysine carbon hydrophilicity and methyl head group hydrophobicity 
yielded computational predictions most closely matching experimental results. The findings will 
improve RosettaSurface and other algorithms utilizing the Rosetta energy function.  
 
 
Advisor: Jeffrey J. Gray  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
I performed my research in tight collaboration with my graduate student mentor, Dr. Michael S. 
Pacella, and we both made significant intellectual contributions to the work.  Elements of our draft 
research manuscript were integrated into both his doctoral dissertation and my thesis here. This 
chapter has elements in common with chapters 1 and 4 of his dissertation, “Modeling and Design 
of Peptides to Control Biomineral Nucleation and Growth,” Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, 
Maryland, Copyright 2017 Michael Steven Pacella. Adapted portions are reproduced with 
permission. 
1A: Molecular modeling at solution-surface interfaces 
Biological processes, including the formation of bones and shells, rely on the interaction 
of proteins with solid inorganic surfaces. While ordered structures are commonplace in nature, 
human ability to exert control at a molecular level is a recent development. Improved 
understanding of natural surface-active protein systems has enabled the development of protein-
based therapies to treat hypophosphotasia1, kidney stones2–4, and amelogenesis imperfecta5. 
Discovering nature’s design principles for surface-active proteins has additional applications to 
molecular manufacturing6, including the development of novel approaches to nanoengineering and 
biomimetic synthesis of custom nano-structured materials. Such bioinspired methods have been 
employed to grow designed structures including SiO2, BaCO37, silica, and titania8.  
Despite these advancements, relatively little is understood about the structural differences 
between how proteins act in solution and how they act at solution-solid interfaces. Knowledge is 
limited because current experimental methods provide only sparse or low-resolution data on 
atomic structure at solid interfaces. There are two methods considered to be the best available. The 
first is solid state NMR9 (ssNMR), which accurately determines distances between specific atoms, 
but which has the limitation of being very cost intensive, and difficult to perform on substrates 
lacking phosphorus or carbon. The second is single molecule force spectroscopy10 (SMFS), 
including techniques such as atomic force microscopy5,10–17 (AFM), which can determine the ΔG 
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energy of protein adsorption, yielding thermodynamic information about protein-surface binding, 
but does not provide sufficient imaging resolution to determine molecular structures18.  
Molecular simulation can connect limited experimental information to the structure of 
protein molecules adsorbed on solid surfaces, matching structural constraints from ssNMR19 or 
comparing equilibrium binding energies from AFM to predicted structures. Three approaches have 
been applied to modeling protein-surface interactions. Quantum Mechanics (QM) explicitly 
models electronic degrees of freedom (DOFs), offering the greatest precision for small molecule 
systems that can guide development of force fields20–23, but it does not scale well to large 
molecules. Molecular Dynamics (MD) allows for calculation of thermodynamic and kinetic 
constants24,25 and handles DOFs related to solvent, but like QM is limited to smaller systems and 
time scales, or to coarse-grained models, due to its computational requirements. Monte Carlo-plus-
minimization (MCM) is less able to capture thermodynamic ensembles, instead focusing on 
finding the global minimum potential26. It is therefore quicker and less computationally 
demanding, allowing for simulation of larger scale systems, and sampling of alternative peptide 
sequences to produce optimal designs27,28. 
Rosetta is an MCM software suite that functions by making random perturbations to the 
system, such as altering dihedral angles in a peptide’s backbone or side chains, then accepting or 
rejecting each move based on scores that it calculates for the system before and after perturbation. 
An important difference between Rosetta and MD methods is that while MD tends to explicitly 
model water and salt molecules in the system, Rosetta models interactions with the solvent using 
a Gaussian exclusion implicit solvation model29 with the effects of the solution abstracted into 
terms in the energy function. The scores are calculated using an energy function with separate 
parameters representing physical properties, such as attractive and repulsive Van der Waals forces 
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between nearby atoms in the system, and the energy of solvation, and also statistical, or 
knowledge-based parameters evaluating consistency with structural trends observed in the Protein 
Data Bank. Each parameter has a weight assigned to it, scaling its contribution to the total score 
of the system, and weights have been optimized for soluble proteins30–32. The final score for the 
system is a weighted sum of all terms within the score function, and represents the energy of the 
equilibrium state of the system.  
Computational force field models can now predict many protein structures in solution, in 
some cases to sub-angstrom accuracy33–38. Though energy functions have been refined 
considerably for solution structures, no such optimized energy functions exist for surface-bound 
proteins. An additional challenge arises for Rosetta: while the implicit water model greatly 
expedites Rosetta simulations by simplifying the system model and reducing the amount of 
interactions for which scores must be calculated, its assumption of a system environment of bulk 
water at pH 7 may not be valid at solid interfaces. One way to produce an energy function for this 
system is to linearly combine independent parameters from protein and mineral energy functions, 
using standard mixing rules; however, without benchmarking simulation results against 
experimental measurements of peptide-surface interactions, the validity of the resulting force field 
remains uncertain39. 
Recent work on benchmarking of computational methods to study biomineralization 
processes has focused on the development of energy functions to reproduce experimental results 
on bulk and interfacial properties of minerals in aqueous ionic solutions21,40–45. Work has also been 
done to benchmark host-guest peptides interacting with hydrophobic and hydrophilic self-
assembled monolayers45. 
4 
1B: LK Peptides and SAM Surfaces
Previous work has explored structure prediction of proteins and peptides on flat mineral 
surfaces using Rosetta5,19,46, and has refined a surface docking protocol, RosettaSurface47. A recent 
benchmark study48 provides insight into the accuracy of the RosettaSurface energy function for 
reproducing experimental results at length and time scales relevant to biomineral-peptide 
interactions. However, the benchmark set is not ideal for developing and refining an energy 
function. First, generating and analyzing results for the entire benchmark set is computationally 
intensive. Second, the comparison between computational results and experimental data is a binary 
success or failure, which is too coarse-grained for this purpose. To fine-tune the RosettaSurface 
Figure 1. LK peptides partition hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues by adopting specific 
secondary structures. Top: LK-α partitions hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues by adopting an 
α-helical structure. Bottom: LK-β partitions hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues by adopting a 
β-strand structure. 
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energy function, I sought a more quantitative measure of accuracy of the RosettaSurface energy 
function. Thus I used the adsorption of two amphiphilic leucine/lysine repeat peptides (LK 
peptides), referred to as LK-α and LK-β, on hydrophobic and hydrophilic alkane-thiol self-
assembled monolayers (SAM) as the model system.  
LK-α and LK-β have hydrophobic periodicities of 3.5 and 2 residues, respectively. As a 
result, LK-α can partition its hydrophobic leucine residues and hydrophilic lysine residues by 
adopting an α-helical secondary structure, and LK-β can partition hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
residues by adopting an extended secondary structure (Figure 1). DeGrado and Lear invented these 
peptides in 1985 and investigated the structure at the air/water interface using circular dichroism 
(CD). They discovered that each LK peptide adopted the anticipated secondary structure, 
presumably in order to present leucines towards the air at the air/water interface49. Moving from 
gas/liquid to solid/liquid interfaces, Somorjai and coworkers investigated LK peptide adsorption 
onto hydrophobic polystyrene and hydrophilic silica surfaces using atomic force microscopy 
(AFM), quartz crystal microbalance (QCM), and sum frequency generation spectroscopy 
Figure 2. Self-assembled monolayer (SAM) surfaces. Left: Hydrophilic carboxylic acid-
terminated SAM.  Right: Hydrophobic methyl-terminated SAM. 
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(SFGS)50. More recently, Castner and coworkers studied the structure of LK peptides adsorbed on 
a variety of material surfaces, including hydrophobic methyl-terminated and hydrophilic 
carboxylic acid-terminated alkane-thiol self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) (Figure 2)51–54. Their 
experiments, using SFGS and near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy (NEXAFS), 
provide appropriate structural information to benchmark a structure prediction algorithm like 
RosettaSurface, including the predominant secondary structure of the peptides, and their 
orientation on the surface. 
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The experimental results presented by Castner and coworkers provide information on both 
LK peptide secondary structure and the orientation of the amino acid side chains relative to the 
SAM surface. In the SFG spectra of LK-α on both the methyl-terminated and carboxy-terminated 
SAMs, an amide I signal near 1655  cm-1, characteristic of intact α-helical structures, suggests that 
LK-α adopts an α-helical structure on both the hydrophobic and hydrophilic SAMs (Figure 3, top). 
In the SFG spectra of LK-β on both the methyl-terminated and carboxy-terminated SAMs, no 
Figure 3. SFGS results obtained by Castner and coworkers for the Amide I region51. Peaks 
at 1655 cm-1 indicate the presence of α-helical structures. The top two spectra are for LK-
α, while the bottom two are for LK-β. The top spectrum in each pair is for the hydrophilic 
SAM surface, while the bottom in each pair is for the hydrophobic SAM surface. 
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amide I signal is observed, indicating canceling C=O group orientations characteristic of extended 
β-strand structures (Figure 3, bottom). On the hydrophilic SAM for both LK-α and LK-β, the phase 
of the SFG resonances indicates that the leucine side chains are oriented away from the surface 
(Figure 4, left). On the hydrophobic SAM for both LK-α and LK-β, the phase of the SFG 
resonances indicates that the leucine side chains are oriented towards the surface (Figure 4, right). 
Figure 4. SFGS results obtained by Castner and coworkers for the CH region51. The differences in 
spectra indicate that the leucines are oriented away from the hydrophilic surface for both peptides, 
while they are oriented toward the hydrophobic surface for both peptides. On the left are spectra 
obtained for the hydrophilic surface, in order from top to bottom: the hydrophilic SAM surface 
without peptides, the surface with LK-α, and the surface with LK-β. On the right are spectra 
obtained for the hydrophobic surface, with LK-α on the top and LK-β on the bottom. 
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These experimental observations are ideal for comparing with structure prediction calculations. 
On both hydrophobic and hydrophilic SAMs, an accurate calculation would show high α-helical 
content for LK-α and low α-helical content for LK-β. Thus, the difference in predicted helicity 
between LK-α and LK-β, assessed on both hydrophobic and hydrophilic SAMs, is a quantitative 
measure of the calculation’s ability to capture structural differences between these peptides. Proper 
orientation of the leucine side chains towards the hydrophobic surface and away from the 
hydrophilic surface is a secondary measure of structural accuracy.   
Several previous computational studies compared to Castner and coworker’s data on the 
LK peptide/SAM system. Using replica-exchange molecular dynamics simulations, Latour and 
coworkers assessed the ability of three commonly used protein force fields (CHARM22, 
AMBER94, and OPLS-AA) to reproduce the structural results and found the CHARM22 force 
field to be most accurate in predicting helical content39. Deighan and Pfaendtner used molecular 
dynamics with two enhanced sampling strategies, metadynamics and umbrella sampling, to 
exhaustively sample LK peptide adsorption using the AMBER99SB force field55. Additionally, 
Deighan and Pfaendtner compared the performance of three force fields (CHARM22, 
AMBER99SB, and OPLS-AA) specifically on the LK-α/methyl-terminated SAM system. In their 
study, metadynamics outperformed umbrella sampling in exploring a large number of 
conformational states. In their force field comparison, CHARMM22 and AMBER99SB 
reproduced the experimental results more accurately than OPLS-AA.  
Here, I assess the ability of the RosettaSurface algorithm to reproduce the structural data 
reported by Castner and coworkers on the LK peptide/methyl-terminated SAM and LK 
peptide/carboxy-terminated SAM systems. The results of this assessment will provide a 
quantitative measure of the accuracy of the RosettaSurface energy function. After evaluating the 
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accuracy of the default energy function, I perform a parametric analysis to improve the energy 
function. Finally, I compare the results of RosettaSurface and the two molecular dynamics studies 
mentioned previously. This comparison tests the validity of the simplifying assumptions utilized 
in the RosettaSurface algorithm (implicit solvation, static surface) and helps better understand 
sampling and scoring strategies for simulation of peptide adsorption.  
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Chapter 2: Methods  
This chapter has elements in common with chapter 4 of Michael S. Pacella’s doctoral dissertation, 
“Modeling and Design of Peptides to Control Biomineral Nucleation and Growth,” Johns Hopkins 
University, Baltimore, Maryland, Copyright 2017 Michael Steven Pacella. Adapted portions are 
reproduced with permission. 
2A: Generation of Starting Structures 
I constructed extended peptides from the published sequences of LK-α (Ac-
LKKLLKLLKKLLKL) and LK-β (Ac-LKLKLKLKLKLKLKL)51. I retained the acetylated N-
termini for both peptides, but shortened the LK-β sequence to 14 amino acids by removing the C-
terminal leucine, to match the length of LK-α to ensure consistent reference energies in Rosetta. 
When constructing the extended peptides, I used ideal bond lengths and angles56. All main chain 
φ/ψ torsion angles as well as side chain χ angles were flexible in the simulations.  
Structures of the methyl-terminated and carboxy-terminated alkane-thiol self-assembled 
monolayers were taken from Collier et al.39. To remove edge effects , the slab dimensions were 
expanded to 85 x 85 Å by duplication. The slab thickness was 13 Å. The ratio of protonated to 
unprotonated carboxylic acid head groups on the carboxy-terminated SAM was adjusted to reflect 
the experimental pH of 7.4. The atom parameters for the surfaces were taken from similar groups 
(CH3, CH2, COOH) in canonical amino acids. To account for the SAM alkane having a larger 
hydrophobic region and lacking nitrogen and oxygen, the solvation energy (ΔGsolvation, or 
LK_DGFREE in Rosetta) of the methyl termini was set to double that of the methyl R-group of 
alanine, 3.0 Rosetta Energy Units (REU, roughly equivalent to kcal/mol), making it twice as 
hydrophobic.   
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2B: Sampling Protocol 
I simulated the LK peptide/SAM systems using the Rosetta surface docking algorithm 
described by Pacella and coworkers47. Briefly, the peptide is centered over the surface, and a 
random number of up to five solution-state refinements are performed to increase the variety of 
initial conformations and address the possibility of proteins denaturing on a surface. Then the 
peptide is brought into contact with the surface and refinement continues with simultaneous 
optimization of the peptide’s backbone, rotamers, and position on the surface. I did not apply 
harmonic constraints to keep the peptide near the surface, as was done by Latour and coworkers39, 
to avoid bias in the simulation that might misrepresent the behavior resulting from the Rosetta 
energy function.  
I generated 104 candidate structures for baseline studies, using the default Rosetta score 
function. I generated 103 structures for single-parameter weight variation trials to save on 
computation requirements. For two-variable simulations, where two score parameters and/or atom 
properties were varied, I returned to generating 104 structures because of the difficulty to increase 
precision, compared to the single-parameter studies.  In both cases, analysis was performed on the 
1% of structures with lowest energy. All reported simulations used Rosetta’s Talaris2013 score 
function or single-parameter variants thereof. Simulations were run on the Maryland Advanced 
Research Computing Cluster (MARCC), requiring 120–180 cpu-hours per 103 candidate low 
energy structures (decoys). 
2C: Structure Analysis 
Secondary structure was determined at each residue by DSSP57. Overall peptide helicity 
was calculated as	𝐻𝐻 = 	 $%&'()*'+,- , where nhelical represents the number of residues with helical 
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secondary structure and N represents the total length of the peptide. The length is reduced by two 
because the terminal residue secondary structure cannot be assigned. 
Distances from the surface were measured from the average z coordinate of the top atoms 
in the surface: the oxygen atoms of the hydrophilic SAM surface, and the methyl carbon atoms of 
the hydrophobic SAM surface. Following Latour and coworkers39, distance for amino acid 
residues was measured to the z coordinate of end of the R-group: the average of the Cδ atoms of 
leucine, and Nζ for lysine. 
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Chapter 3: Baseline Results, Unmodified Rosetta Score Function 
This chapter has elements in common with chapter 4 of Michael S. Pacella’s doctoral dissertation, 
“Modeling and Design of Peptides to Control Biomineral Nucleation and Growth,” Johns Hopkins 
University, Baltimore, Maryland, Copyright 2017 Michael Steven Pacella. Adapted portions are 
reproduced with permission. 
3A: Baseline Peptides Adsorbed on Surfaces, Talaris2013 
To assess the ability of the RosettaSurface algorithm to reproduce the structural data 
reported by Castner and coworkers, I inspected the low energy structures generated by 
RosettaSurface for each of the four systems produced by combining either LK-α or LK-β peptide 
with either the hydrophilic or the hydrophobic SAM surface (Figure 5). The lowest final score was 
calculated with the Talaris2013 score function58–61. The low-energy structures approximate the 
favored equilibrium state of the system. A set of the 100 lowest energy structures for each system 
were included in my assessments, corresponding to 1% of the total structures generated.  
Figure 6-Figure 9 show the aggregated secondary structure, scoring, and orientation results 
of these simulations. In each quadrant, the left pair of plots corresponds to LK-α and the right pair 
to LK-β, while the top pair correspond to the hydrophilic SAM surface and the bottom to the 
hydrophobic SAM surface. Each plot summarizes data from the 100 lowest energy models of a 
10,000-model simulation, thus summarizing the diversity of low-scoring structures. This sample 
size was selected to allow both sufficient sampling for predominant trends to emerge, and to restrict 
analysis to models that scored favorably with RosettaSurface’s energy function. 
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Figure 5. Low energy structures of LK peptides adsorbed on hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
SAMs. Top left: LK-α on hydrophilic SAM. Top right: LK-β on hydrophilic SAM. Bottom 
left: LK-α on hydrophobic SAM. Bottom right: LK-β on hydrophobic SAM. All images 
were obtained from simulations with the standard Talaris2013 score function. 
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To assess the consensus of the predicted secondary structures in these simulations, I 
generated secondary structure distribution plots (Figure 6) that show the fraction of helical models 
at each residue position for each system, as well as Ramachandran plots showing the φ and ψ 
backbone dihedral angles for all non-terminal residues in the set (Figure 7). These distributions 
show strong consensus towards α-helical secondary structure for both LK-α and LK-β peptides on 
both the hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces. The predicted secondary structure for LK-α, with 
an average helicity of 91% on both surfaces, agrees with the experimental results. For LK-β, the 
average helicity across the 100 low-scoring structures was 74% on the hydrophilic surface and 
81% on the hydrophobic surface, in contrast with the extended secondary structure observed in 
Figure 6. Secondary structure distribution of top 100 low-scoring decoys from simulations 
using RosettaSurface defaults. The count of helical residues at each position in the peptide 
is shown in red, while extended residues are shown in blue. 
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experiments. The conformity of points in all plots in Figure 7 to the usual regions observed in a 
Ramachandran plot indicate that even though LK-β is not assuming the expected structure, the 
structures assumed are not unusual among documented proteins. 
This relationship between score and helicity is presented in Figure 8, a scatterplot showing 
the decoy score vs the overall peptide helicity for each of the top 100 decoys. A tendency for the 
lowest scoring decoys to converge on a certain structure with a steep decrease in score indicates 
the favorability and/or a likelihood that the structure is the native structure. Additionally, these 
plots would reveal that near-correct structures are not sampled (if there are few points at 
appropriate helicity), or if the score function does not adequately favor correct structures (if the 
expected structures are not the lowest energy). LK-α data reveals high helicity with favorable 
Figure 7. Ramachandran plots showing the φ and ψ backbone dihedral angles for all non-
terminal residues in the top 100 decoys from simulations using RosettaSurface defaults. 
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energy on both surfaces, though with a larger favorable energy change with increased helicity on 
the hydrophilic surface. This matches the stronger helical peak that Castner and coworkers 
observed for the hydrophilic surface than for the hydrophobic (Figure 3). The LK-β data show that 
the energies are similar across different values of helicity, whith helical structures having the 
lowest energy, in contrast with experimental results. 
The presence of completely extended LK-β structures indicates that RosettaSurface
samples adequately to explore some non-helical structures. The inferior scores of nonhelical LK-
β structures on the hydrophilic SAM surface and their absence in the 100 lowest-scoring models 
on the hydrophobic SAM surface indicate a shortcoming of the score function for recognizing 
extended structures on the SAM surfaces. Also, the average total scores for LK-β structures on 
Figure 8. Score vs. helicity distribution of the top 100 decoys from simulations using 
RosettaSurface defaults. 
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both surfaces are 2 and 4 REU higher than the average total scores for LK-α on the hydrophilic 
and hydrophobic surfaces respectively. Thus, the data suggest more confidence in the accuracy of 
predictions for LK-α than for LK-β.  The score change, which represents the energy of an 
interaction, is approximately 30 REU for a 14-mer forming a helix. So either the rewards for 
forming an extended structure would need to be increased, or the reward for forming a helix would 
need to be decreased, in order to reproduce the experimental observations of extended structures 
for the LK-β peptide.  
Figure 9 shows distributions of surface separation distances for the side chains of leucine 
and lysine residues and for the backbone α-carbons (Cα) on each SAM surface, (see Chapter 2: 
Methods).  I generated these plots to assess the degree to which my predicted peptide orientations 
relative to the surface agreed with the experimental results of leucines being oriented away from 
the hydrophilic SAM surface and towards the hydrophobic SAM surface for both LK peptides. If 
the simulations match experimental results, I would see three distinct peaks in each case, with the 
Cα in the middle, and leucine and lysine peaks on opposite sides depending on the surface. Peaks 
would be sharper for ideal extended structures than for helical ones, as the helix’s shape produces 
some variation in residue position.  
In the simulations for LK-α, the expected pattern emerges. The lysine peak is sharp at ~4 
Å as these residues make consistent contacts with the SAM hydroxyl groups. The Cα peak ranges 
from 7-11 Å. The leucine peak for LK-α on the hydrophilic surface is broad (6-17 Å), since the 
leucines project from the entire upper half of helix, and are not long enough to extend away from 
the surface as the lysines do in the hydrophobic surface.  For LK-β on the hydrophilic SAM 
surface, leucines are found farther from the surface than lysines, in agreement with experiment, 
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but because of the peptide’s periodicity, a helical structure orients some leucines towards the 
surface. For LK-β on the hydrophobic SAM, leucines and lysines are both present near and away
from the surface. In this system, lysines are distributed fairly evenly between small (~4 Å) and 
large (~10-14 Å) separations, and there is also a significant fraction of leucines oriented away from 
the hydrophobic SAM. Both of these results contrast with the experimental observation of leucines 
oriented towards the surface and lysines oriented away. There is a significant occurrence of LK-β
positioning Cα near the hydrophobic SAM surface, indicating backbone-surface interactions which 
were not observed in the experiments.  
Figure 9. Distributions of leucine (blue), lysine (red), and the backbone α-carbon (black) 
distances from the surface in the 100 low-scoring decoys from simulations using 
RosettaSurface defaults.
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The plots in Figure 9 also provide an indication of the peptide’s adhesion to the surface. 
As noted in the Experimental section, I did not employ a constraint to keep the peptide in proximity 
to the surface. Since the peptides adsorbed readily in experiments, I expected favorable interactions 
to suffice to promote surface binding. The Cα curves show whether the simulations met this 
expectation. Distribution into the region past 15 Å is only possible if the peptide has residues 
farther from the surface than is possible for a helix lying on the surface, indicating that the peptide 
has tipped up such that some residues are out of contact with the surface. Since all systems except 
LK-α on the hydrophobic SAM surface show a small amount of high-distance positioning, I infer 
that surface interactions might not be adequately rewarded by the score function relative to other 
forces acting on the peptides. However, it should be noted that experimental results did not 
determine that such separations were absent in adsorbed peptides, so the Rosetta result may be 
reasonable. 
Overall, I conclude that RosettaSurface is able to correctly calculate LK-α structures on 
both SAM surfaces, but has less success with LK-β. I verify that the docking algorithm is adequate 
to sample both completely helical and completely non-helical structures, though non-helical LK-




3B: Solution Models, Talaris2013 
Castner’s experiments focused on the surface-adsorbed peptides51. However, solution data 
were collected in the original LK-peptides publication by DeGrado and Lear49. They determined 
that LK-α’s structure depended on peptide and salt concentrations, ranging from 0%-70% helicity 
with the remainder in random coil. LK-β was observed to precipitate at high concentrations, but at 
low concentrations assumed approximately 50% β-sheets. These data provide another point of 
comparison to validate the Rosetta approaches. However, Rosetta’s implicit water model does not 
account for salt and peptide concentrations, so Rosetta would not be able to capture these effects 
I used a modified RosettaSurface protocol, which output a solution state model for each 
simulation, just before the peptide was moved into contact with the surface. These models were 
scored separately, since the lowest scoring surface-docked model did not necessarily have the 
lowest-scoring solution-state precursor. The plots comparable to Figure 6-Figure 8 are for these 
models are combined into Figure 10 (an equivalent of Figure 9 is not included as all atoms in the 
peptide are more than 25Å from the surface). 
Both LK-α and LK-β tended to assume helical structures in their lowest-energy states. In 
the case of LK-β, this differed from experimental results. I did not include these results in the 
publication, confining my published data to only Castner’s benchmark, because Rosetta does not 
model or capture differences in concentration of peptide or salt, and these aspects more 
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significantly affected peptide conformation in solution than when adsorbed on the SAM surfaces. 
This analysis serves as a check that the simulation protocol and analysis scripts were performing 
as desired. Each peptide’s solution behavior should be independent of the SAM surface with which 
Figure 10. Helicity, position, and score results for the solution-state structures obtained using the 
Talaris2013 score function. A: Secondary structure distribution of 100 low-scoring decoys. The 
count of helical residues at each position in the peptide is shown in red, while extended residues 
are shown in blue. B: Ramachandran plots showing the φ and ψ backbone dihedral angles for all 
non-terminal residues in the top 100 decoys. C: Score vs. helicity distribution of the top 100 
decoys.  
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it is later brought into contact. The near-symmetry of each peptide’s pair of plots in Figure 10C 




Recently, researchers have released an updated Rosetta energy function, called 
REF201530,32. The energy function differs from Talaris2013 in several ways. While Talaris was 
optimized for macromolecules in the Protein Data Bank, REF was optimized also with small 
Figure 11. Helicity, position, and score results for REF2015 score function. A: Secondary structure 
distribution of 100 low-scoring decoys. The count of helical residues at each position in the peptide 
is shown in red, while extended residues are shown in blue. B: Ramachandran plots showing the 
φ and ψ backbone dihedral angles for all non-terminal residues in the top 100 decoys. C: Score vs. 
helicity distribution of the top 100 decoys. D: Distributions of leucine (blue), lysine (red), and the 
backbone α-carbon (black) distances from the surface in the 100 low-scoring decoys.
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molecules, and the score weights were tuned and optimized such that an energy unit in Rosetta 
would be consistent with 1 kcal/mol. Additionally, the solvation model was modified to include 
anisotropy, and the electrostatics and Lennard-Jones models were updated. I sought to test how 
the changes affected the predictions for LK peptides on SAM surfaces. 
The plots comparable to Figure 6-Figure 9 are combined into Figure 11. The helicities of 
LK-α were 88% on the hydrophilic SAM and 92% on the hydrophobic SAM, while for LK-β they 
were 71% and 77%. Thus the REF2015 score function discriminated only slightly better than the 
Talaris2013 on the hydrophobic SAM surface, and similarly on the hydrophilic. A difference from 
the Talaris2013 results is in the scoring of the models on the hydrophilic surface. In this case, 
scores were much higher (less favorable), due to a large unfavorable contribution from the 
fa_intra_sol scoring term, representing the implicit solvation energy between atoms on the same 
residue, which is not a factor in the Talaris2013 score function. Surface distances and orientations 
were similar to those obtained with the Talaris2013 score function. 
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Chapter 4: Results, Alternate Peptides 
4A: Alternate Peptide Termini 
The experiments done by Castner et al.51 used 14-mer peptides that were N-acetylated, and 
these are the constructs used in the calculations described in the previous section. However, I also 
generated starting (undocked) structures for unmodified peptides, and for peptides that were both 
Figure 12. Peptide termini with side chains not shown. Asterisks (*) are placed above the α-carbon 
of the terminal residue.  Capped peptides used by Latour and coworkers39 were acetylated at the 
N-terminus and amidated at the C-terminus, while uncapped peptides had unmodified termini. The 
peptides used by Castner et al.51, and which I used in the publication, were N-acetylated, but 
unmodified at the C-terminus. 
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N-acetylated and C-amidated, matching the constructs used in the MD simulations of Latour and 
coworkers39 (Figure 12).  
Compared to the N-capped peptides, uncapped peptides (Figure 13) had a lower amount of 
N-terminal helicity for both LK-α and LK-β. In order of LK-α on the hydrophilic surface, LK-α
Figure 13. Helicity, position, and score results for uncapped 14-mer peptides using the Talaris2013
score function. A: Secondary structure distribution of 100 low-scoring decoys. The count of helical 
residues at each position in the peptide is shown in red, while extended residues are shown in blue. 
B: Ramachandran plots showing the φ and ψ backbone dihedral angles for all non-terminal 
residues in the top 100 decoys. C: Score vs. helicity distribution of the top 100 decoys. D: 
Distributions of leucine (blue), lysine (red), and the backbone α-carbon (black) distances from the 
surface in the 100 low-scoring decoys. 
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on the hydrophobic surface, LK-β on the hydrophilic surface, and LK-β on the hydrophobic 
surface, the average helicities for the 100 lowest-scoring structures were 88%, 78%, 90%, and 79%
for uncapped peptides, and 94%, 87%, 96%, and 87% for capped peptides. Meanwhile, the 
Figure 14. Helicity, position, and score results for N- and C-capped 14-mer peptides using the 
Talaris2013 score function. A: Secondary structure distribution of 100 low-scoring decoys. The 
count of helical residues at each position in the peptide is shown in red, while extended residues 
are shown in blue. B: Ramachandran plots showing the φ and ψ backbone dihedral angles for all 
non-terminal residues in the top 100 decoys. C: Score vs. helicity distribution of the top 100 
decoys. D: Distributions of leucine (blue), lysine (red), and the backbone α-carbon (black) 
distances from the surface in the 100 low-scoring decoys. 
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peptides capped at both ends had higher C-terminal helicity than N-capped peptides (Figure 14). 
This suggests that in both cases, the charge-neutralizing cap favors an α-helix, whereas charged 
termini disfavor coiling.  
In terms of scoring, in all cases, the scores were better (lower) for the capped peptides than 
for the uncapped peptides, with the published N-capped peptide scores bracketed in between. 
Typically, larger molecules get larger scores in Rosetta. In all cases, more helical models tended 
to score better than less helical ones. As was the case with the N-capped peptides, score-helicity 
distributions were tighter for LK-α than for LK-β, and scores were better overall. 
The surface distance plots of uncapped, N-capped, and N- and C-capped peptides do not 
show any significant differences. These data suggest that terminal charge did not play a large role 
in the orientation of peptides on the surface. 
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4B: Alternate Peptide Sizes 
The results in other sections refer to 14-mer peptides, LK-α and LK-β, which could be 
described more specifically as LK-α14 and LK-β14. Other work with LK peptides also used 7-
mers. Specifically, the MD simulations of Latour and coworkers39 used LK-α14 and LK-β7, and 
Figure 15. Helicity, position, and score results for uncapped 7mer peptides using the Talaris2013
score function. A: Secondary structure distribution of 100 low-scoring decoys. The count of helical 
residues at each position in the peptide is shown in red, while extended residues are shown in blue. 
B: Ramachandran plots showing the φ and ψ backbone dihedral angles for all non-terminal 
residues in the top 100 decoys. C: Score vs. helicity distribution of the top 100 decoys. D: 
Distributions of leucine (blue), lysine (red), and the backbone α-carbon (black) distances from the 
surface in the 100 low-scoring decoys. 
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the original publication by DeGrado and Lear49 used LK-α7, LK-α14, and LK-β7. Therefore, I 
generated starting structures for 7-mer peptides as well as 14-mers, and ran a number of 
simulations using these other starting structures.  
Figure 16. Helicity, position, and score results for N- and C-capped 7mer peptides using the 
Talaris2013 score function. A: Secondary structure distribution of 100 low-scoring decoys. The 
count of helical residues at each position in the peptide is shown in red, while extended residues 
are shown in blue. B: Ramachandran plots showing the φ and ψ backbone dihedral angles for all 
non-terminal residues in the top 100 decoys. C: Score vs. helicity distribution of the top 100 
decoys. D: Distributions of leucine (blue), lysine (red), and the backbone α-carbon (black) 
distances from the surface in the 100 low-scoring decoys. 
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The shorter 7-mer LK-peptides (Figure 15, Figure 16) were more susceptible to the effect 
of capping, since the formation of a helix requires at least four residues to coil. N- and C-capped 
7-mer peptides had much higher helicity than uncapped ones for both peptides and both surfaces. 
Capped LK-α7 was almost entirely helical on both surfaces. Uncapped LK-α7’s helicity was more 
dependent on the surface, with higher helicity on the hydrophilic surface than on the hydrophobic 
surface, since there was a greater tendency of the backbone contacting the hydrophobic surface to 
reduce unfavorable solvent-accessible surface area. Since the neutralized caps would be more 
attracted to the hydrophobic surface than the uncapped, charged termini, this further illustrates that 
the effect of the caps is to stabilize the helix, rather than to anchor the peptide to the surface. 
The same observation that was true of the 14-mers, that caps made the score more negative, 
was true in 7mers as well. The score-helicity plots show why the 7-mers tended to be either all 
helical or all non-helical: the range or helicities between 0 and 0.6, not inclusive, are always empty. 
This is because a peptide cannot have one, two, or three helical residues.  
The surface distance plots of 7mer peptides largely follow the patterns of the 14mer 
peptides, in reflecting the correctness or incorrectness of their secondary structure. The notable 
exception is the uncapped LK-β7, which despite low helicity, still includes a significant amount 
of lysine near the surface. The simultaneous proximity of Cα to the surface indicates that the 
peptide is laying flat on the surface. 
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Chapter 5: Results, Score Weight Variations 
5A: Single Physical Parameter Score Weight Variations  
One discrepancy between RosettaSurface structural predictions and the experimental 
observations of Castner and coworkers is that the LK-β peptide favors helical structures over 
extended structures. This behavior should be controlled by the balance between helix breaking and 
helix favoring forces. Hydrogen bonding and van der Waals forces favor the formation of α-
helices. Meanwhile, the unfavorable solvation of hydrophobic leucine residues disfavors any α-
helical conformation that orients leucine residues away from the hydrophobic surface. With this 
balance of forces in mind, I hypothesized that increasing the weight on the implicit solvation 
energy term in the RosettaSurface energy function might favor more contact between leucines and 
the hydrophobic surface and extend the LK-β peptides on hydrophobic SAMs. 
Figure 17. LK peptide helicity versus the implicit solvation energy term weighting. Red: LK-α. 
Blue: LK-β. The dashed line indicates the default weight (0.75) of the FA_SOL term in the 
RosettaSurface energy function. Each point represents the average helicity of the 10 lowest energy 
structures out of 1000 generated structures. Error bars represent one standard deviation of the 
helicity in the 10 lowest-energy structures. 
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 To test this hypothesis, I ran a series of simulations where the weight of the implicit 
solvation energy term (FA_SOL) in the linear combination of energy terms was varied across a 
range of values from 0% to 200% of the default weight for the energy term. The weights of all 
other terms in the energy function were held constant at their default values. As seen in Figure 17, 
the α-helical content is indeed decreased at higher implicit solvation energy weights as burial of 
the hydrophobic surface and nonpolar leucines. At very high weights, favorable solvation of the 
polar backbone of the peptide outweighs the favorable hydrogen bonding and van der Waals 
interactions maintaining an α-helical conformation, regardless of peptide sequence. 
In order for RosettaSurface structural predictions to match experiment, I would expect to 
see an intermediate weight range where LK-α maintains high helicity but LK-β does not. However, 
although discrimination between LK-α and LK-β can be improved slightly on the hydrophobic 
SAM surface by choosing a higher implicit solvation weight, there is no weight that captures the 
experimental result of LK-α adopting a helical conformation and LK-β adopting an extended 
conformation on both surfaces.  At very low solvation score weight, attractive Lennard-Jones force 
becomes the dominant score contribution, accompanied in the case of the hydrophilic SAM surface 
by a rise in electrostatic contributions as well. These changes correspond to a drop in helicity on 
the hydrophilic SAM surface and an increase on the hydrophobic SAM, supporting the expectation 
that van der Walls forces promote helix formation, and suggesting that electrostatic interactions 
on the hydrophilic SAM favor pulling the helix apart and exposing more of the backbone to the 
surface. 
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To explore the effect of other energy function terms on the helicity of LK-α and LK-β, I 
ran similar series of simulations, varying the energy term weights for each of the major 
contributing terms in the RosettaSurface energy function.   
Figure 18. LK peptide helicity versus the attractive Lennard-Jones energy term weighting. Red: 
LK-α. Blue: LK-β. The dashed line indicates the default weight (0.8) of the FA_ATR term in the 
RosettaSurface energy function. Each point represents the average helicity of the 10 lowest energy 
structures out of 1000 generated structures. Error bars represent one standard deviation of the 
helicity in the 10 lowest-energy structures. 
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Unsurprisingly, the attractive component of the Lennard-Jones energy favors compact α-
helices at high weights and extended structures at low weights (Figure 18). The repulsive 
component of the Lennard-Jones energy has little impact on overall helicity at most weights 
(Figure 19). At a weight of zero, the results are non-physical, as the atoms are allowed to 
superimpose. 
Figure 19. LK peptide helicity versus the repulsive Lennard-Jones energy term weighting. Red: 
LK-α. Blue: LK-β. The dashed line indicates the default weight (0.44) of the FA_REP term in the 
RosettaSurface energy function. Each point represents the average helicity of the 10 lowest energy 
structures out of 1000 generated structures. Error bars represent one standard deviation of the 
helicity in the 10 lowest-energy structures. 
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The electrostatic energy, calculated using a truncated Coulomb model with a distance 
dependent dielectric, has little impact on predicted helicity on the hydrophobic SAM surface, but 
as expected, decreases helicity on the hydrophilic SAM surface when weighted higher (Figure 20).  
This indicates that the attractive electrostatic interaction between polar backbone atoms in an α-
helical conformation is offset by the repulsive interaction between positively charged lysine 
residues that are placed in close proximity to one another by the α-helical conformation.  
Figure 20. LK peptide helicity versus the electrostatic energy term weighting.   Red: LK-α. Blue: 
LK-β. The dashed line indicates the default weight (0.7) of the FA_ELEC term in the 
RosettaSurface energy function. Each point represents the average helicity of the 10 lowest energy 
structures out of 1000 generated structures. Error bars represent one standard deviation of the 
helicity in the 10 lowest-energy structures. 
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Increasing the weight on the hydrogen bonding term favors α-helical conformations
(Figure 21), likely because it strengthens the backbone-backbone hydrogen bonds that define an 
α-helical structure, though the effect is not as dramatic as it was for solvation and attraction 
weights. 
Figure 21. LK peptide helicity versus the short-range backbone-backbone hydrogen bonding 
energy term weighting.   Red: LK-α. Blue: LK-β. The dashed line indicates the default weight 
(1.17) of the HBOND_SR_BB term in the RosettaSurface energy function. Each point represents 
the average helicity of the 10 lowest energy structures out of 1000 generated structures. Error bars 
represent one standard deviation of the helicity in the 10 lowest-energy structures. 
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5B: Single Knowledge-Based Parameter Score Weight Variations  
Besides the variationsof the physics-based energy terms described above, I also examined 
the effect of the weights of the knowledge-based score terms.  Trends in the Protein Data Bank
used in generating the knowledge based terms may be less applicable to surface-adsorbed proteins, 
since such structures are absent in the PDB. Therefore, I examined the effect of varying several 
knowledge-based score weights to see whether they would affect LK peptide helicity, as a
significant impact would suggest an increased likelihood that they are not appliccalbe. 
I ran the variations in this section using capped peptides earlier in my research, and did not 
re-create them with N-capped peptides since, as observed in 4A: Alternate Peptide, capping did 
not significantly alter the helicity or orientation trends, and single parameter variations with capped 
or uncapped peptides duplicating those in the previous section were similar (not shown).  
Figure 22. LK peptide helicity versus the probability of amino acid based on backbone dihedrals 
score term weighting (PAA_PP).   Red: LK-α. Blue: LK-β. The dashed line indicates the default 
weight (0.32) of the PAA_PP term in the RosettaSurface energy function. Each point represents the 
average helicity of the 10 lowest energy structures out of 1000 generated structures. Error bars 
represent one standard deviation of the helicity in the 10 lowest-energy structures. 
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P(aa|φ, ψ), (written as PAA_PP in Rosetta) is the statistical probability (P) that a given amino 
acid (AA) will be the type of residue that has the observed backbone φ/ψ (PP) conformation,
compared to other amino acids. This term is related to the Ramachandran potential through Bayes’ 
rule62. I thought there was a chance that the weight of this term in the score function might affect 
helicity because of a difference in helical tendency between leucines and lysines. However, no 
significant effect increasing helicity was observed (Figure 22).  
Like PAA_PP, the FA_DUN term is knowledge-based, capturing the side chain 
conformational statistics. This term scores the consistency of the side chain dihedral angles (χ)
with the rotamers observed in the Dunbrack rotamer library59. I tested whether the conformation 
of the side chains on the surface made a significant difference to peptide helicity. It does not
(Figure 23).   
Figure 23. LK peptide helicity versus the side-chain dihedral probability score term weighting.   
Red: LK-α. Blue: LK-β. The dashed line indicates the default weight (0.56) of the FA_DUN term 
in the RosettaSurface energy function. Each point represents the average helicity of the 10 lowest 
energy structures out of 1000 generated structures. Error bars represent one standard deviation of 
the helicity in the 10 lowest-energy structures. 
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5C: Paired Physical Parameter Score Weight Variation 
None of the single score weight parameter variations produced a condition with a large 
discrimination between the helicities of LK-α and LK-β. However, scaling both implicit solvation 
energy and attractive Lennard-Jones potential was able to produce the full range from completely 
helical to completely non-helical. Thus, I sought to determine whether simultaneous variation of 
the two could produce some condition of improved discrimination synergistically.  
 I confined the scanned weight range to between 0.5 and 1.0 for both parameters, 
corresponding to roughly a 30% decrease and increase, respectively, because in the case of both 
score parameters, that was the range where much of the helicity transition occurred. Outside these 
ranges, the peptides tended toward complete helicity or non-helicity, suggesting that larger or 
smaller weights are less physically reasonable. The simulation used only the hydrophobic surface 
and uncapped peptides, and for the reasons mentioned above, I did not attempt to re-create the 
simulation with capped peptides or on the hydrophilic surface. This simulation set used the top 
100 of 10,000 structures (rather than 10 of 1,000) to reduce the impact of random variability.  
 The combined parameter variation (Figure 24) did not sufficiently improve helicity 
discrimination to capture experimental results. For comparison, the baseline Talaris2013 score 
weights yielded a discrimination between the helicities of LK-α and LK-β of approximately 10%. 
Decreasing the weight of solvation energy and increasing the weight of attractive potential (top 
left corner) reduced discrimination to 4%. Increasing both parameter weights yielded a 
discrimination of 11%, while decreasing both yielded a discrimination of 17%. Increasing 
solvation weight and decreasing attractive weight yielded a discrimination of 13%.  The highest 
discrimination observed in this two-parameter scan was 29%, corresponding with only an increase 
in solvation energy weight. This result matches the one shown in Figure 17, that increasing 
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solvation energy weight produces a small increase in helicity discrimination between LK-α and 
LK-β.  
Figure 24. LK peptide helicity heat maps with implicit solvation and Lennard-Jones attraction 
energy score weights. The default Talaris2013 value is (0.75, 0.8). Top left: The helicity of LK-α. 
Top right: The helicity of LK-β. Bottom: The point-by-point difference between the two upper 
plots. Each black point represents the average helicity of the 100 lowest energy structures out of 
10,000 generated structures. This simulation used uncapped 14-mer peptides on the hydrophobic 
SAM surface.
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Chapter 6: Results, Atom Parameter Variations 
6A: Lysine Layout and LK_DGFREE Cross Plot 
In a number of the plots, there are relatively large error bars that result from of averaging 
structures that are fully helical with structures that are fully non-helical. That is, RosettaSurface 
finds both helical and non-helical structures with similar low energies. In order to investigate the 
lack of discrimination between LK-α and LK-β on the hydrophobic surface, I visually inspected 
Figure 25. A low energy structure of LK-β on a hydrophobic SAM with multiple lysine 
side chains lying flat against the surface. 
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low-energy structures for LK-β and observed that in many structures lysine residues lie flat against 
the hydrophobic surface. Lysine is a hydrophilic residue with a charged primary amine and should 
prefer to be solvated; however, in these structures lysine appeared to be making higher quality 
contacts with the hydrophobic surface than leucine. This observation was corroborated by single 
amino acid docking studies (not shown) that predicted lysine to have a higher affinity for the 
hydrophobic surface than leucine did, by approximately 1 kcal/mol. Analysis of atom-pair energies 
between the lysine and the hydrophobic surface revealed that by angling the polar nitrogen at the 
end of the lysine side chain away from the hydrophobic surface it was considered fully solvated 
and not penalized for being in proximity to the surface. An example of this type of lysine structure 
is shown in Figure 25. 
The prevalence of this adsorbed lysine conformation suggested a shortcoming in the 
parameters used by the implicit solvation model in RosettaSurface.  Rosetta’s solvation model, 
EEF129, is a Gaussian solvent exclusion model that approximates solvation free energy by 
evaluating the degree that solvent is excluded from surrounding a particular atom. The ∆𝐺𝐺0122 
(LK_DGFREE in Rosetta) atom property controls the magnitude of the energetic penalty/reward 
applied when an atom is excluded from solvent. 
I considered two possibilities to correct the shortcoming. The first consideration was an 
effort to correctly penalize lysine’s nitrogen for interacting with the hydrophobic SAM with 
increased hydrophobicity of the hydrophobic SAM surface by altering the ∆𝐺𝐺3410562	7890122  property 
of the carbon atoms composing the alkane-thiol methyl head groups. My second approach was to 
reduce the affinity of the CH2 groups for the hydrophobic surface. Inspection of the ∆𝐺𝐺0122 
parameters for the atoms composing lysine provided a potential explanation for the persistence of 
the behavior I observed: while the terminal polar nitrogen is considered hydrophilic (∆𝐺𝐺0122 =
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−20), all of the side chain carbons that make up the lysine tail are uniformly hydrophobic 
(∆𝐺𝐺0122 = 0.52).  With new ∆𝐺𝐺?@ABC2	7D0122  and ∆𝐺𝐺?@ABC2	7E0122  atom properties, I could make those 
residues hydrophilic, reflecting their proximity to the nitrogen and favoring solvation over contact 
with the hydrophobic surface. These changes used the -chemical:set_atom_properties flag, 
and did not require any alterations to the Talaris2013 score weights. 
I tested a hypothesis that increasing the hydrophilicity of the lysine side chain carbons 
while simultaneously increasing the hydrophobicity of the surface would force lysine away from 
the hydrophobic surface and correct the anomalous behavior. I chose to vary Cδ only 10% as much 
as Cε, reflecting its greater distance from the nitrogen. Consequently, when the ∆𝐺𝐺?@ABC2	7E0122  was -
10 REU, ∆𝐺𝐺?@ABC2	7D0122  was -1 REU. The results of the two-parameter variation simulations, assessing 
the impact of both increasing the hydrophobic SAM surface’s hydrophobicity and making the Cδ 
and Cε of lysine hydrophilic, are shown in Figure 26.   
Increasing only the surface hydrophobicity without altering the parameters of lysine 
produced peak discrimination at ∆𝐺𝐺3410562	7890122 = 8.5 REU, yielding average helicities of 68% and 
40% for LK-α and LK-β, respectively. This increased secondary structure discrimination to 28%, 
compared to the default values which discriminated at 10%. However, as surface hydrophobicity 
increases, unfolding of both peptides on the surface becomes favored in order to maximize solvent 
exclusion from the SAM surface. Thus, very large surface hydrophobicity produced unfolded 
peptides regardless of alterations to lysine, and the peptide backbone flattened to the surface. 
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My results show that secondary structure discrimination above 30% was not achievable 
while Cδ and Cε were hydrophobic. Increasing Cδ and Cε hydrophilicity within reasonable range 
did not make as large an impact on discrimination as the SAM surface hydrophobicity.  LK-α was 
less susceptible to uncoiling at elevated surface hydrophobicity than LK-β when the lysine side 
chain became hydrophobic. LK-α had a greater contribution of the attractive Lennard-Jones force, 
while solvation contributed more significantly to the LK-β scores, indicating that the altered 
Figure 26. LK peptide helicity heat maps with varied surface methyl head group hydrophobicity 
and lysine Cδ and Cε hydrophilicity. Top left: The helicity of LK-α. Top right: The helicity of LK-
β. Bottom: The point-by-point difference between the two upper plots. Each black point represents 
the average helicity of the 100 lowest energy structures out of 10,000 generated structures. The 
white point shows the default LK_DGFREE values. 
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surface and lysine parameters put the forces favoring and disfavoring helicity in closer balance. 
This combination produced the improved discrimination at ∆𝐺𝐺3410562	7890122 = 12.0	REU, ∆𝐺𝐺?@ABC2	7E0122  
= -10 REU, ∆𝐺𝐺?@ABC2	7D0122  = -1 REU. 
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6B: Best Discrimination Case  
Table 1. Comparison of default and best discrimination simulation conditions.  Average helicities 
are calculated from the 100 best scoring models out of 10,000. 
 
The highest discrimination between LK-α and LK-β helicity was achieved with the 
LK_DGFREE parameters for the δ and ε carbons of lysine shown in Table 1. These values 
correspond to the leftmost point, third from the top in Figure 26. With these parameters, LK-α is 
predicted to be 46% more helical than LK-β. This result is the closest any set of parameters I tried 
has come to agreeing with experimental results.  
 
 Default Best discrimination 
LK-α average helicity 91% 61% 
LK-βaverage helicity 81% 15% 
∆𝐺𝐺3410562	7890122  3.0 REU 12.0 REU 
∆𝐺𝐺?@ABC2	7J,			7L0122  0.52 REU 0.52 REU 
∆𝐺𝐺?@ABC2	7D0122  0.52 REU -1.00 REU 
∆𝐺𝐺?@ABC2	7E0122  0.52 REU -10.00 REU 
∆𝐺𝐺?@ABC2	MN0122  -20.00 REU -20.00 REU 
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The full data from this best-parameters simulation are shown in Figure 27-Figure 30, which 
are comparable to the lower pair of plots in the corresponding Figure 6-Figure 9. Secondary 
structure distributions (Figure 27) show significant reduction of helicity in LK-β, compared to the 
baseline case (Figure 6). However, there was also a smaller reduction in the helicity of LK-α. The 
Ramachandran plot (Figure 28) shows that even with the altered atom parameters, the backbone 
Figure 28 . Ramachandran plots showing the φ and ψ backbone dihedral angles for all non-
terminal residues in the top 100 decoys from the maximum secondary structure 
discrimination case.
Figure 27. Secondary structure distribution of top 100 low-scoring decoys from the 
maximum secondary structure discrimination case. The count of helical residues at each 
position in the peptide is shown in red, while extended residues are shown in blue.
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dihedrals conform to protein-like configurations, though with increased presence in the β-sheet 
region, compared to the baseline case (Figure 7). 
The score plots (Figure 29) show distinct favorability of non-helical LK-β structures, 
results much more consistent with the experimental results than those obtained with unmodified 
atom properties. However, in this case, no clear pattern arises indicating that LK-α has found its 
native structure, meaning that with these parameters, RosettaSurface’s score function does not 
have a deep energy well for the expected helical structures, hence the reduction in helicity 
compared to the default case.  
The distance distribution plots (Figure 30) reveal that the population of leucines oriented 
away from the hydrophobic surface has been reduced to nearly none and all peptides are fully in 
contact with the surface, but lysine distribution continues to include some atoms with close 
proximity to the surface, and because of the high reward for covering the surface, some lysine 
Figure 30. Distributions of leucine (blue), lysine (red), and the backbone α-carbon (black) 
distances from the surface in the 100 low-scoring decoys from the maximum secondary 
structure discrimination case.
Figure 29. Score vs. helicity distribution of the top 100 decoys from the maximum 
secondary structure discrimination case. 
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layout persists. Both peptides show significant Cα contact with the surface, which explains the 
reduced helicity in LK-α. 
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6C: Other Atom Property Variations  
In addition to the two-variable LK_DGFREE cross, I conducted single parameter 
variations for other atom properties of the hydrophobic surface methyl termini, as alternate 
approaches to resolve the lysine layout issue mentioned in section 6A: Lysine Layout and 
LK_DGFREE Cross Plot.  
The Lennard-Jones well depth represents how favorable the low-energy state is, when 
particles are at optimal proximity. Increasing its value (which is an atom property value, not a 
scoring weight) makes residues near the surface adhere more strongly (Figure 31). Significantly 
increasing the value of this property caused a reduction in helicity of both peptides, as the 
backbones tended to lay flat on the surface. There appears to be some increase in discrimination 
in the middle range, rising to 32% at an 𝜀𝜀Surface	CH3 (LJ_WDEPTH in Rosetta) value of 0.4. This 
surface property is another promising target for future optimization. I did not test this in a two-
Figure 31. LK peptide helicity versus the hydrophobic surface methyl Lennard-Jones well depth 
atom property value.   Red: LK-α. Blue: LK-β. The dashed line indicates the default value (0.1811) 
of the LJ_WDEPTH property of the surface CH3 atom types in Rosetta. Each point represents the 
average helicity of the 10 lowest energy structures out of 1000 generated structures. Error bars 
represent one standard deviation of the helicity in the 10 lowest-energy structures. 
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variable trial because I expected that the synergy with other parameters would be less significant 
than in the case of the two LK_DGFREE properties examined in the previous section. 
Since the attractive Lennard-Jones potential is dependent on the well depth, it seems 
counterintuitive that increasing the atom property value would have the opposite effect on helicity 
to that of increasing the attractive potential’s score weight. The reason for this difference is that in 
the case of the atom property, only the surface methyl groups are affected, whereas all atoms are 
affected by adjusting the score weight, thus all atoms are subject to Van der Waals attractions to 
all other atoms except the SAM surface. At a zero LJ_WDEPTH value, the remaining score 
contribution from FA_ATR can be compared with default FA_ATR scores (not shown) to 
determine the significance of just the Van der Waals attraction to the surface. The difference is 
<10%, indicating that the most significant portion of attractive interactions, which were shown in 
Figure 18 to strongly influence helicity, is intramolecular, and independent of the surface.  
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In many cases of lysine layout, the lysine Cε was on the surface, and the nitrogen of lysine 
was tipped up, just over 5Å from the surface. I varied the Lazaridis-Karplus volume (𝑉𝑉3410562	789,
LK_VOLUME in Rosetta), which reflects the zone of influence for solvation of an atom, 
hypothesizing that increasing the volume might push the nitrogen farther from the surface and 
prevent side-chain adsorption. However, the helicities of LK-α and LK-β were largely independent 
(Figure 32). 
Figure 32. LK peptide helicity versus the hydrophobic surface methyl Lazaridis-Karplus solvation 
volume atom property value.   Red: LK-α. Blue: LK-β. The dashed line indicates the default value
(30.0) of the LJ_WDEPTH property of the surface CH3 atom types in Rosetta. Each point 
represents the average helicity of the 10 lowest energy structures out of 1000 generated structures. 
Error bars represent one standard deviation of the helicity in the 10 lowest-energy structures.
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Another approach to pushing the nitrogen off the surface was to increase the maximum 
range at which Rosetta calculates two-body interactions, since the default is 5Å, and the nitrogens
were between 5Å and 6Å from the surface. I tested this hypothesis using the -score::fa_max_dis
flag. Again, the effect on helicity was not appreciable (Figure 33). 
Figure 33. LK peptide helicity versus the two-body interaction cutoff range used for calculating 
Rosetta energies.   Red: LK-α. Blue: LK-β. The dashed line indicates the default value (5) of the 
detection range in Rosetta. Each point represents the average helicity of the 10 lowest energy 
structures out of 1000 generated structures. Error bars represent one standard deviation of the 
helicity in the 10 lowest-energy structures. 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions 
This chapter has elements in common with chapter 4 of Michael S. Pacella’s doctoral dissertation, 
“Modeling and Design of Peptides to Control Biomineral Nucleation and Growth,” Johns Hopkins 
University, Baltimore, Maryland, Copyright 2017 Michael Steven Pacella. Adapted portions are 
reproduced with permission. 
The LK peptide/SAM system is an excellent test case for tuning the parameters of the 
RosettaSurface energy function. Computational results can be generated quickly and compared 
quantitatively with experimental results on peptide structure from SFGS and NEXAFS. As my 
simulations were capable of producing both completely extended and completely helical 
structures, I conclude that for this small system, scoring, not sampling, is the factor that limits the 
ability of the RosettaSurface algorithm to successfully reproduce experimental results, which 
simplifies the task of refining energy function parameters. My simulations reveal the sensitivity of 
various terms in the RosettaSurface energy function. Additionally, these simulations provide 
information on which energy terms control the transition from a compact folded state, such as an 
α-helix, to an extended unfolded state, such as a single β-strand. As a result, these findings will 
not only help to improve RosettaSurface, but potentially other algorithms utilizing the Rosetta 
energy function.  
Using the default energy function, RosettaSurface successfully captures peptide secondary 
structure and side chain orientation for LK-α on both SAM surfaces, and produces some correct 
structures for LK-β on the hydrophilic SAM surface. LK-β adsorbs on the hydrophobic SAM with 
an α-helical secondary structure and a significant number of lysine residues oriented towards the 
hydrophobic surface. The cause is, in part, the higher favorability of lysine-surface interactions 
than leucine-surface interactions, which results in a tendency of lysine to lay flat and pull the 
peptide backbone into contact with the surface. In an effort to alleviate this discrepancy with 
experiment, I performed a parametric analysis of the RosettaSurface energy function. I calculated 
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average helicities for both peptides on both SAM surfaces across a range of weights for each of 
the major terms in the energy function. I observed a strong dependence of helicity on both implicit 
solvation energy weight and attractive Lennard-Jones energy weight.  
After performing the parametric analysis, an inconsistency became obvious. Adsorption of 
lysine on the hydrophobic SAM is favored over leucine due to favorable interactions between the 
hydrophobic carbons on the lysine tail and the hydrophobic methyl head groups on the methyl-
terminated SAM. (This problem is expected to be more prominent in the new REF_2015 energy 
function, due to a more significant underestimation of the lysine solvation penalty30. Further work 
is being conducted by Park and coworkers, investigating improvements to scoring by using 
different atom types for lysine, as I did here with Cδ and Cε.) To correct this inconsistency, I varied 
LK_DGFREE, a parameter that controls the hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity of an atom type for 
both the methyl head groups and the delta and epsilon carbons on lysine. I discovered a 
combination of increasing methyl head group hydrophobicity and lysine carbon hydrophilicity 
yielded computational predictions of my exception case that were in closer agreement with 
experimental results on the hydrophobic SAM surface. 
Although tuning the RosettaSurface energy function improved accuracy considerably, the 
final results are not completely consistent with experiment. The final results on the hydrophobic 
surface show that LK-α is predicted to be 46% more helical than LK-β, with the majority (but not 
all) leucines of both peptides oriented towards the hydrophobic SAM surface. While it is uncertain 
how sensitive the experimental measurements of Castner and coworkers are to structural 
heterogeneity of adsorbed peptides, the predicted 40% non-helical content for LK-α would likely 
produce an observable differences in NEXAFS spectra. This not being the case suggests that a 
discrepancy remains between RosettaSurface and experimental measurements.  
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Multiple factors may limit the ability of the RosettaSurface energy function to correctly 
reproduce experimental results. The EEF1 implicit solvation model may be insufficient to capture 
the energetics of water at the LK peptide/hydrophobic SAM interface. Polar solvation of residues 
such as lysine is known to have a directional dependence that is lost in the Gaussian solvent 
exclusion model of EEF163.  The observation of low-scoring models that partially separated from 
the surface indicates that the balance between scoring rewards for adsorption and those favoring 
solvation is not optimal. 
Additionally, lateral interactions between peptides within an adsorbed monolayer may be 
important. The data from Castner and coworkers suggests that both LK-α and LK-β formed a 
densely-packed monolayer on both methyl-terminated and carboxy-terminated SAMs, which was 
sufficient to prevent water from permeating the surface, and MD simulations by Latour and 
coworkers (though not those by Deighan and Pfaendtner55) included a second LK-β peptide. 
Hydrogen bonding between adjacently adsorbed LK-β peptides would stabilize an extended β-
strand structure. Meanwhile, lateral van der Waals interactions between adjacently adsorbed α-
helices would not significantly reduce the stability of the α-helical conformation. Thus, the 
importance of lateral interactions between LK-α and LK-β is one factor that could account for the 
deviation from experiment in the case of LK-β on the hydrophobic SAM.  RosettaSurface does not 
presently have the capability to simultaneously dock multiple peptides on a surface, and this is a 
potential direction for future work. 
The ability of the RosettaSurface algorithm to reproduce experimental results on three of 
the four LK peptide/SAM systems investigated by Castner and coworkers is comparable to two 
other recent computational studies. In the replica-exchange molecular dynamics study conducted 
by Latour and coworkers39 the most accurate force field tested (CHARM22) successfully 
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reproduced experimental secondary structures and leucine side chain orientations in three of the 
four LK peptide/SAM surface combinations. Unlike my work, in their study, the CHARM22 force 
field failed to produce extended β-sheet structures on the hydrophilic carboxy-terminated surface. 
It should be noted that MD force fields have undergone refinements since these studies were done 
in 2012 (the current CHARMM version is 3664). In the metadynamics/umbrella sampling 
molecular dynamics study performed by Deighan and Pfaendtner55, the AMBER99SB force field, 
when utilized with metadynamics, accurately reproduced secondary structures and leucine side 
chain orientations from Castner and coworkers for all four peptide-surface combinations, utilizing 
varied temperatures and solvent strengths. Although both molecular dynamics studies discussed 
here utilized enhanced sampling strategies (replica exchange in the case of Latour and coworkers, 
metadynamics in the case of Deighan and Pfaendtner) the computational resources needed to 
generate their results, 100,000 to 150,000 CPU hours, far exceeded the resources required by 
RosettaSurface. Indeed, my parametric analysis, which involved running 11 simulations per 
peptide-surface combination per parameter scan would not have been possible using a more 
computationally intensive all-atom molecular dynamics strategy. The comparable accuracy 
observed in all three studies suggests that the simplifications in RosettaSurface (implicit solvent, 
static surface) may be useful in modeling peptide adsorption to save computational resources. 
Future development of a surface-optimized Rosetta score function, and development and usage of 
a multi-body RosettaSurface docking algorithm, may help further. Such a development will require 
a larger benchmarking set, since testing and training on only the LK-SAM system may result in 
overfitting of data. 
This study suggests that RosettaSurface can complement experimentation for study of 
proteins on surfaces. The LK peptide/SAM system is not a mineral system or directly related to 
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natural processes, but was used experimentally for its compatibility with NEXAFS and SFGS.  
The relatively large particle size of most biominerals causes light scattering that renders structural 
determination through many spectroscopic techniques such as SFGS impossible. The long-term 
goal for RosettaSurface is to develop a general tool to supplement experiments, allowing for 
structural determination and design of proteins involved in biomineralization and surface ordering. 
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Appendix 2: Code Development  
To enable the generation and analysis of the data presented in this thesis, I developed the 
following scripts, which enabled the generation and analysis of the mass of data included in the 
publication. While I think there are ways the scripts could be further improved and refactored, 
they are probably my most essential accomplishments in enabling the study that forms this 
thesis. With these scripts, I am able to produce and analyze nearly any data set I could think to 
want for this LK-SAM study, with the limiting factor being computation time. 
Submission Script Generator 
Both MARCC and Rosetta require configuration files to run simulations. MARCC requires 
a slurm submission script to configure and run simulations, while Rosetta requires a “flags” 
configuration file. For my simulations, it was necessary to submit many simulations, with 
submission scripts and flags files varying key parameters. Manually writing these files would be 
both inefficient and prone to errors, even if copying and pasting from templates. To expedite and 
ensure accuracy, I wrote a submission script generator in Python.  
The generator accepts command line input and generates submission scripts and 
corresponding flags file for each set of simulation conditions required. Examples of these files are 
in Appendix 2A: Example MARCC Submission Script and Appendix 2B: Example Flags File, 
respectively, and the Python script is in Appendix 2C: Submission Script Generator. The script 
takes the following arguments: 
• The option to exclude peptide and surface combinations (by default, the generator 
produced simulations for all eight combinations of LK-α or LK-β, 7mer or 14mer, 
and hydrophilic or hydrophobic SAM surface) 
• The option to use capped, uncapped, or N-capped peptides 
• Zero (baseline), one, or two parameters to be varied, which could be score weights 
such as as fa_sol, or atom properties of the methyl carbons of the hydrophobic 
SAM, such as LK_DGFREE, lysine Cδ and Cε as a range (with Cδ scaling at 10% 
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of the rate of Cε), or the two-body interaction calculation range Rosetta used when 
calculating scores 
• The start and end values for the parameter variation range(s) 
• The option to adjust the LK_DGFREE atom properties of lysine Cδ and Cε 
• The number of desired increments within the range 
• The number of models each simulation should produce 
• The option to use the REF2015 score function instead of Talaris2013 
• An optional folder, into which all the simulation set folders would be placed 
• An optional command to submit all generated scripts to MARCC 
The script would then generate a range of parameter values and peptide-surface 
combinations, and create a subfolder for each, containing an appropriately generated submission 
script and flags file and folders to receive structures outputted by the simulation and any output 
from the cluster. These subfolders would be moved into a specified folder (which the script could 
create), if one was given, and issue the SLURM sbatch command for each submission script if 
desired. Cluster time requested for the simulations was scaled by the number of structures to 
output. 
I would invoke the script with a command line such as the following, which would generate 
the fa_sol set from 0 to 1.5 with 10 increments with 103 structures at each point, using N-capped 
14mers for both LK-α and LK-β on both SAM surfaces, and put them into a folder for fa_sol: 
./submit_script_gen_13.py –f fa_sol –n –d 1000 –e 7 –x s fa_sol 0 1.5 10  
Top Decoy Selection Script 
Once the simulations were complete on MARCC, it was necessary to isolate the portion of 
the output structures that would be used for analysis. I wrote the script in Appendix 2D: Decoy 
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Collection Script, to read the score list and select the best structures. It allows control over the 
number of structures to collect, and copies a score file sorted not by order of simulation, but by 
total score, as well as the flags file for the simulations so that it was not necessary to have detailed 
folder names to know what the simulation conditions were. The script can also select best solution 
state models. The score files output from each simulation do not include the score of the solution-
state models, and favorable adsorbed score and favorable solution score did not necessarily 
correlate, thus the script recalculates the scores of all solution models. 
Analysis and Plotting Script 
After running each simulation and selecting the fraction of best scoring models, the next 
step was the analysis of patterns in peptide secondary structure and orientation on the surface. This 
script has three main parts. Firstly the required information is extracted from each structure in each 
subfolder, and combined as a list of class objects that the script outputs, and which can be read by 
the latter sections. During this step, a summary is generated for each simulation set, listing the 
score and total helicity of each structure. Sorting of the data utilized naming conventions from the 
Submission Script Generator. The subsequent sections are two levels of plotting. Local plots are 
those shown in 3A: , which are generated for each value in a parameter variation (though not 
included in this thesis, due to the large number of such sets), and for all baselines. Parameter 
variation plots are those shown in Chapter 5: Results, Score Weight Variations and Chapter 6: 
Results, Atom Parameter Variations, which are not generated for baseline simulations, and require 
reorganization of the data. This script is in Appendix 2E: Analysis and Plotting Script, and can be 
run directly on a folder created by the Submission Script Generator, reading the parameters and 























module unload openmpi 







echo Starting MPI job running $EXE 
 
date 































Appendix 2C: Submission Script Generator 
#!/usr/bin/python 
""" 
Make folders, flags, sbatch files for MARCC submission for LK peptide surface  
docks. Vary weight parameters, surface atom properties,  
hydrophobic/hydrophilic surface. 
 




import os  
import numpy as np 
import math 
 
# Collecting inputs 
parser = argparse.ArgumentParser() 
subparser = parser.add_subparsers(help = "How many parameters to vary",        
   dest = 'generator_type') 
 
# Options 
parser.add_argument("-f", "--subfolder", help =                         \ 
   "What folder below the current working directory do you want to use?") 
parser.add_argument("-s", "--score", help =                             \ 
   "What score function do you want to use, if not talaris2013? " +     \ 
   "(beta_nov15)") 
parser.add_argument("-c", "--capped", action = "store_true", help =     \ 
   "Should the peptides be N-acetylated and C-amidated, " +             \ 
   "as Collier & Latour?") 
parser.add_argument("-n", "--n_cap", action = "store_true", help =      \ 
   "Should the peptides be N-acetylated, as Weidner & Castner? " +      \ 
   "(14mers only)") 
parser.add_argument("-d", "--decoys", type = int, default = 10000, help =  \ 
   "How many decoys do you want? (Default = 10000)") 
parser.add_argument("-r", "--range", type = float, default = 5, help =  \ 
   "Desired range cutoff for LJ & LK potentials? (Default = 5)") 
parser.add_argument("-kcd", type = float, default = 0.52, help =        \ 
   "Altered hydrophobicity LK_DGFREE of Lysine delta carbon? <0=hydrophilic") 
parser.add_argument("-kce", type = float, default = 0.52, help =        \ 
   "Altered hydrophobicity LK_DGFREE of Lysine epsilon carbon? " +      \ 
   "<0=hydrophilic") 
parser.add_argument("-e", "--exclusions", type = str,      
   action = 'append', choices = "abio74", help =  
   "What test conditions do you want to exclude? " +                    \ 
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   "Can be used multiple times to exclude multiple categories. " +      \ 
   " Sequence: a--alpha, b--beta // Surface: i--" + "hydrophilic, " +   \ 
   "o--hydrophobic // "Size: 7--7mer, 4--14mer") 
parser.add_argument("-x", "--execute", action = "store_true", help =    \ 
   "Do you wish to submit all generated scripts?") 
 
   #Baseline case 
base = subparser.add_parser('b', help = "baseline") 
 
   #Single parameter case 
single = subparser.add_parser('s', help = "Vary one parameter")    
single.add_argument("parameter_1", type = str, help =                   \ 
   "What parameter do you mean to vary?") 
single.add_argument("begin_1", type = float, help =                     \ 
   "Minimum of desired parameter range for testing") 
single.add_argument("end_1", type = float, help =                       \ 
   "Maximum of desired parameter range for testing") 
single.add_argument("step_1", type = float, help =                      \ 
   "Desired increments in range") 
 
   #Double parameter case 
double = subparser.add_parser('d', help = "Vary two parameters") 
p1 = double.add_argument_group("first parameter") 
p1.add_argument("parameter_1", type = str, help =                       \ 
   "What is the first parameter you mean to vary?") 
p1.add_argument("begin_1", type = float, help =                         \ 
   "Minimum of first parameter range for testing") 
p1.add_argument("end_1", type = float, help =                           \ 
   "Maximum of first parameter range for testing") 
p1.add_argument("step_1", type = float, help =                          \ 
   "Desired increments in first parameter range") 
 
p2 = double.add_argument_group("second parameter") 
p2.add_argument("parameter_2", type = str, help =                       \ 
   "What is the second parameter you mean to vary?") 
p2.add_argument("begin_2", type = float, help =                         \ 
   "Minimum of second parameter range for testing") 
p2.add_argument("end_2", type = float, help =                           \ 
   "Maximum of second parameter range for testing") 
p2.add_argument("step_2", type = float, help =                          \ 
   "Desired increments in second parameter range") 
 




#Defining parameter lists and functions 
def get_parameter_type(parameter): 
   """ 
   Given a parameter name, this function checks the Rosetta default weight  
   parameters and atom properties, and matches the type of the parameter 
   """ 
   weight_params = ['fa_atr', 'fa_rep', 'fa_sol', 'fa_intra_rep', 'fa_elec',   
                     'pro_close', 'hbond_sr_bb','hbond_lr_bb', 'hbond_bb_sc',     
                     'hbond_sc', 'dslf_fa13', 'rama','omega', 'fa_dun',           
                     'p_aa_pp', 'ref'] 
   atom_properties = ['LJ_RADIUS', 'LJ_WDEPTH', 'LK_DGFREE', 'LK_LAMBDA',      
                     'LK_VOLUME'] 
   parameter_types_list = ["Weight", "Atom Property", "Lysine CD & CE",  
                     "ERROR"] 
 
   if parameter.lower() in weight_params: 
      par_type = "weight" 
      print_index = 0  
 
   elif parameter.upper() in atom_properties: 
      par_type = "atom_property" 
      print_index = 1 
      print "\n\nParameter type: " 
 
   elif parameter.lower() == 'kcde': 
      par_type = "kcde" 
      print_index = 2 
 
   else:  
      par_type = "ERROR" 
      print_index = 3 
 
   print parameter + ":\t" + parameter_types_list[print_index] 
 
   return par_type 
 
def trial_conditions_chooser(exclusions): 
   """ 
   This function takes an input with letter or number codes indicating a data  
   set to exclude from testing.  Options are alpha or beta peptide,  
   hydrophobic or hydrophilic surface, and 7mer or 14mer peptide. 
   """ 
   condition_files =  ["hydrophilic_14mer_alpha", "hydrophobic_14mer_alpha",   
                  "hydrophilic_14mer_beta", "hydrophobic_14mer_beta",    
                  "hydrophilic_7mer_alpha", "hydrophobic_7mer_alpha",    
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                  "hydrophilic_7mer_beta", "hydrophobic_7mer_beta"] 
 
   test_cond = [] 
 
   seq_exclude = [0,1] 
   surf_exclude = [0,1] 
   size_exclude = [0,1] 
 
   if "14" in exclusions: 
      del size_exclude[0] 
   elif "7" in exclusions or args.n_cap: 
      del size_exclude[1] 
 
   if "a" in exclusions: 
      del seq_exclude[0] 
   elif "b" in exclusions: 
      del seq_exclude[1] 
 
   if "i" in exclusions: 
      del surf_exclude[0] 
   elif "o" in exclusions: 
      del surf_exclude[1] 
 
   for i in size_exclude: 
      for j in seq_exclude: 
         for k in surf_exclude: 
            file_index = 4*(i)+2*(j)+(k) 
            test_cond.append(condition_files[file_index]) 
 
   test_cond_display = str(test_cond) 
   text_replacements = {"[":"", "]":"", "'": "", "_": " "} 
   for i, j in text_replacements.iteritems(): 
      test_cond_display = test_cond_display.replace(i, j) 
 
   print "Test conditions:" 
   print test_cond_display 
   return test_cond 
 
def freerange(start,stop,step): 
   """ 
   Generates a range that doesn't need to count by 1 
   """ 
   i = start 
   while round(i, 3) <= stop: 
      yield round(i, 3) 
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      i += step 
 
def range_gen(start, stop, steps): 
   """ 
   Uses the freerange function to generate a list of parameter variant values  
   in both numerical and text form 
   """ 
   param_set = [] 
   variable_step = (stop - start)/steps 
 
   for i in freerange(start, stop, variable_step): 
      param_set.append(i) 
 
   return param_set 
 
def determine_score_file(parameter_value_1, parameter_1, parameter_type_1,        
                           parameter_value_2, parameter_2, parameter_type_2): 
   """ Determines appropriate score weights file to flag""" 
   param_list = {'fa_atr': 0.8, 'fa_rep': 0.44, 'fa_sol': 0.75,  
                  'fa_intra_rep': 0.004, 'fa_elec': 0.7, 'pro_close': 1,  
                  'hbond_sr_bb': 1.17, 'hbond_lr_bb': 1.17,  
                  'hbond_bb_sc': 1.17, 'hbond_sc': 1.1, 'dslf_fa13': 1.0, 
                  'rama': 0.2, 'omega': 0.5, 'fa_dun': 0.56,  
                  'p_aa_pp': 0.32, 'ref': 1} 
 
   # Pointing to appropriate scores file 
   if args.score: 
      scorefile = args.score 
   else: 
      if [parameter_type_1, parameter_type_2].count("weight") == 0: 
         scorefile = 'talaris2013' 
      elif [parameter_type_1, parameter_type_2].count("weight") == 1: 
         if parameter_type_1 == "weight": 
            if parameter_value_1 == param_list[parameter_1.lower()]: 
               scorefile = 'talaris2013' 
            else: 
               scorefile = 'talaris_' + parameter_1.lower() + '_' +      
                  str(parameter_value_1) 
         else: 
            if parameter_value_2 == param_list[parameter_2.lower()]: 
               scorefile = 'talaris2013' 
            else: 
               scorefile = 'talaris_' + parameter_2.lower() + '_' +      
               str(parameter_value_2) 
      else: 
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         if parameter_value_1 == param_list[parameter_1.lower()] and       \ 
                  parameter_value_2 == param_list[parameter_2.lower()]: 
            scorefile = 'talaris2013' 
         else: 
            scorefile = 'talaris_'+ parameter_1.lower() + '_' +          
               str(parameter_value_1) + '_' + parameter_2.lower() + '_' +   
               str(parameter_value_2) 
 
   return scorefile 
 
def kcde_value_flags(parameter_value): 
   """  
   Sets KCD value based on KCE value. Changes by 14.4% of KCE, so KCD is 1 
when  
   KCE is 10. 
   """ 
   kcde_lines = [] 
   atom_adjust = '-chemical:set_atom_properties fa_standard:' 
 
   if parameter_value == 'manual': 
      kcd_value = args.kcd 
      kce_value = args.kce 
   else:  
      kce_value = parameter_value 
      kcd_value = 0.52 - round(0.144 * (0.52 - kce_value),2) 
 
   kcde_lines.append(atom_adjust + 'KCD:LK_DGFREE:'+ str(kcd_value) + '\n') 
   kcde_lines.append(atom_adjust + 'KCE:LK_DGFREE:'+ str(kce_value) + '\n') 
 
   return kcde_lines 
 
def flags_maker(path, destination, rosetta_folder, source_folder, dataset,        
               num_decoys, detection_range, parameter_value_1, parameter_1,    
               parameter_type_1, parameter_value_2, parameter_2,            
               parameter_type_2): 
   """ 
   Writes flags file for LK peptide SAM surface docking simulation 
   """ 
   loc_ident = os.path.join(path, destination, destination) 
   flagname = destination + ".flags" 
   scorefile = determine_score_file(parameter_value_1, parameter_1,         
      parameter_type_1, parameter_value_2, parameter_2, parameter_type_2) 
    
   #addressing kcde values 
   kcde_lines = [] 
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   if parameter_1 == 'kcde': 
      kcde_lines = kcde_value_flags(parameter_value_1) 
   elif parameter_2 == 'kcde': 
      kcde_lines = kcde_value_flags(parameter_value_2) 
   elif args.kcd != 0.52 or args.kce != 0.52: 
      kcde_lines = kcde_value_flags('manual') 
 
   # Writing flags file 
   with open(flagname,'w') as fl: 
      fl.write('-database ' + rosetta_folder + 'database\n') 
      fl.write('-include_surfaces\n') 
      if args.capped: 
         fl.write('-s ' + source_folder + dataset + '_capped.pdb\n') 
      elif args.n_cap: 
         fl.write('-s ' + source_folder + dataset + '_n_capped.pdb\n') 
      else: 
         fl.write('-s ' + source_folder + dataset + '.pdb\n') 
      fl.write('-in:file:surface_vectors ' + source_folder + 'SAM.surf\n') 
      fl.write('-mute core\n') 
      fl.write('-mute protocols.moves.RigidBodyMover\n') 
      fl.write('-nstruct ' + num_decoys + '\n') 
      if args.range != 5: 
         fl.write('-score::fa_max_dis ' +  str(detection_range) + '\n') 
      fl.write('-score:weights ' + scorefile + '\n') 
      if parameter_type_1 == "atom_property": 
         fl.write('-chemical:set_atom_properties fa_standard:CH3S:' +       
            parameter_1.upper() + ':' + str(parameter_value_1) + '\n') 
      if parameter_type_2 == "atom_property": 
         fl.write('-chemical:set_atom_properties fa_standard:CH3S:' +       
            parameter_2.upper() + ':' + str(parameter_value_2) + '\n') 
      for line in kcde_lines: 
         fl.write(line) 
      fl.write('-out:pdb_gz\n') 
      fl.write('-out:path:pdb '+ loc_ident + '_output\n') 
      fl.write('-out:path:score '+ loc_ident + '_output\n') 
      fl.write('-mpi_tracer_to_file ' + loc_ident + '_err/tracer.out\n') 
 
   os.rename(flagname, os.path.join(path, destination, flagname)) 
   print "\t" + flagname 
   return flagname 
 
def sbatch_maker(flags_file, path, destination, rosetta_folder,  
                  condition_name, wall_time, parameter_name_1,  
                  set_member_1, parameter_name_2, set_member_2): 
   """ 
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   Writes MARCC sbatch file for LK peptide SAM surface docking simulation 
   """ 
   loc_ident = os.path.join(path, destination, destination) 
   subname = destination+".sbatch" 
 
   # Dictionaries to abbreviate conditions and parameters 
   conditions_codes = {"hydrophobic_14mer_alpha": "O4A",                    
                        "hydrophilic_14mer_alpha": "I4A",                   
                        "hydrophobic_14mer_beta": "O4B",                    
                        "hydrophilic_14mer_beta": "I4B",                    
                        "hydrophobic_7mer_alpha": "O7A",                    
                        "hydrophilic_7mer_alpha": "I7A",                    
                        "hydrophobic_7mer_beta": "O7B",                  
                        "hydrophilic_7mer_beta": "I7B"} 
 
   parameter_codes = {'fa_atr': 'ATR', 'fa_rep': 'REP', 'fa_sol': 'SOL',       
               'fa_intra_rep': 'IRP', 'fa_elec': 'ELC', 'pro_close': 'PCL', 
               'hbond_sr_bb': 'HSB', 'hbond_lr_bb': 'HLB',            
               'hbond_bb_sc': 'HBS', 'hbond_sc': 'HSC', 'dslf_fa13': 'DSF', 
               'rama': 'RAM', 'omega': 'OMG', 'fa_dun': 'DUN',           
               'p_aa_pp': 'PAP', 'ref': 'REF', 'LJ_RADIUS': 'RAD',       
               'LJ_WDEPTH': 'WDP', 'LK_DGFREE': 'DGF', 'LK_LAMBDA': 'LAM',  
               'LK_VOLUME': 'VOL', 'kcde': 'KC','baseline': 'BAS', '': ''} 
 
   # Getting parameter type 
   try: 
      par_code_1 = parameter_codes[parameter_name_1] 
   except: 
      par_code_1 = parameter_codes[parameter_name_1.upper()] 
 
   try: 
      par_code_2 = parameter_codes[parameter_name_2] 
   except: 
      par_code_2 = parameter_codes[parameter_name_2.upper()] 
 
   # Writing SBATCH files 
   with open(subname,'w') as su: 
      su.write('#!/bin/bash -l\n') 
      su.write('\n') 
      su.write('#SBATCH --job-name=' + conditions_codes[condition_name] +   
                set_member_1 + par_code_1 + set_member_2 + par_code_2 + '\n') 
      su.write('#SBATCH --partition=parallel\n') 
      su.write('#SBATCH --time=' + wall_time + ':0' + "\n") 
      su.write('#SBATCH --nodes=5\n') 
      su.write('#SBATCH --ntasks-per-node=24\n') 
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      su.write('#SBATCH --mem=120GB\n') 
      su.write('#SBATCH --output ' + loc_ident + '_err/report.%j.out\n') 
      su.write('#SBATCH --error ' + loc_ident + '_err/report.%j.err\n') 
      su.write('#SBATCH --mail-user=jlubin3@jhu.edu\n') 
      su.write('#SBATCH --mail-type=ALL\n') 
      su.write('\n') 
      su.write('module unload openmpi\n') 
      su.write('module load intel-mpi\n') 
      su.write('\n') 
      su.write('ROSETTABIN=' + rosetta_folder + 'source/bin\n') 
      su.write('ROSETTAEXE=surface_docking\n') 
      su.write('COMPILER=mpi.linuxgccrelease\n') 
      su.write('EXE=$ROSETTABIN/$ROSETTAEXE.$COMPILER\n') 
      su.write('echo Starting MPI job running $EXE\n') 
      su.write('\n') 
      su.write('date\n') 
      su.write('time mpirun $EXE @' + path + '/' + destination + '/' +      
               flags_file + '\n') 
      su.write('date\n') 
   os.rename(subname, os.path.join(path, destination, subname)) 
   print "\t" + subname 
   return subname, loc_ident 
 
def par_value_stringer(value): 
   """  
   When given a value, this function will convert it into a string, with a  
   consistent length so folders sort nicely. 
   """ 
   string = str(value) 
   if '.' not in string: 
      string += '.0' 
   while len(string) < 5: 
      string += '0' 
 
   return string 
 
def marcc_file_maker(path, test_condition, decoy_count, detection_range,       
               set_item_1, set_item_2, parameter_1, parameter_value_1,   
               parameter_type_1, parameter_2, parameter_value_2,         
               parameter_type_2): 
   """ 
   Uses flags_maker and sbatch_maker and generates flags, sbatch scripts, 
   and folders for LK peptide surface docking simulations run on MARCC. 
   """ 
   # making folder 
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   if parameter_type_1 == "base": 
      newpath = test_condition + "_baseline" 
   elif parameter_type_2 == "": 
      newpath = test_condition + "_" + parameter_1 + "_" +               
         par_value_stringer(parameter_value_1) 
   else: 
      newpath = test_condition + "_" + parameter_1 + "_" +               
         par_value_stringer(parameter_value_1) + "_" + parameter_2 + "_" +     
         par_value_stringer(parameter_value_2) 
 
   os.makedirs(os.path.join(path, newpath)) 
   print "Folder: " + newpath 
 
   ros_folder = "/home-2/jlubin3@jhu.edu/work/jgray21/jhlubin/Rosetta/main/" 
   work_folder = "/home-2/jlubin3@jhu.edu/scratch/" +                      \ 
      "samonolayer_parameter_refine/seed_files/" 
 
   # making flags 
   flagname = flags_maker(path, newpath, ros_folder, work_folder,              
                  test_condition, decoy_count, detection_range,          
                  parameter_value_1, parameter_1, parameter_type_1,      
                  parameter_value_2, parameter_2, parameter_type_2) 
 
   # making submission script 
   subname, loc_ident = sbatch_maker(flagname, path, newpath, ros_folder,      
                           test_condition, time, parameter_1,       
                           set_item_1, parameter_2, set_item_2) 
 
   subscript = (path + "/" + newpath + "/" + subname) 
 
   #making output and error folders 
   outname = loc_ident + "_output" 
   os.makedirs(outname) 
   print "\tFolder: " + newpath + "_output" 
   ername= loc_ident + "_err" 
   os.makedirs(ername) 
   print "\tFolder: " + newpath+ "_err\n" 
 





# Checking parameter type 
if args.generator_type == "b": 
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   par_type_1 = "base" 
   parameter_1 = "baseline" 
   par_type_2 = "" 
   parameter_2 = "" 
   print "Parameter type: " 
   print "Baseline" 
 
elif args.generator_type == "s": 
   print "Parameter type: " 
   par_type_1 = get_parameter_type(args.parameter_1) 
   parameter_1 = args.parameter_1 
   par_type_2 = "" 
   parameter_2 = "" 
 
elif args.generator_type == "d": 
   print "Parameter type: " 
   par_type_1 = get_parameter_type(args.parameter_1) 
   par_type_2 = get_parameter_type(args.parameter_2)   
   parameter_1 = args.parameter_1 
   parameter_2 = args.parameter_2 
   if par_type_2 == "ERROR": 




#Response to incorrect parameter 
if par_type_1 == "ERROR": 
   print "\nPlease check the name of the parameter you want to vary." 
   print "\tWeight parameters:" 
   for i in range(len(weight_params)): 
      print "\t\t" + weight_params[i] 
   print "\tAtom Properties:" 
   for i in range(len(atom_properties)): 
      print "\t\t" + atom_properties[i] 
   print "\tLysine CD & CE:\n\t\tkcde" 
   exit() 
 
# Data sets to generate 
if args.exclusions: 
   test_cond = trial_conditions_chooser(args.exclusions) 
else: 
   test_cond = trial_conditions_chooser([]) 
 
# Generating list of values from given min, max, and step count 
if args.generator_type == "b": 
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   param_set_1 = [0] 
   param_set_2 = [0] 
 
elif args.generator_type == "s": 
   param_set_1 = range_gen(args.begin_1, args.end_1, args.step_1) 
   param_set_2 = [0] 
   print "\nList of parameter values:" 
   print param_set_1 
 
elif args.generator_type == "d": 
   param_set_1 = range_gen(args.begin_1, args.end_1, args.step_1) 
   param_set_2 = range_gen(args.begin_2, args.end_2, args.step_2) 
   print "\nList of parameter values:" 
   print parameter_1 + ":\t" + str(param_set_1) 
   print parameter_2 + ":\t" + str(param_set_2) 
 
# Adjusting time for increased for decoy counts 
decoys = str(args.decoys).replace(".0", "") 
hours = math.ceil(args.decoys / 1000) * 1.5 + 0.5 
 
if hours % 1 == 0: 
   hours = str(hours).replace(".0", "") 
   minutes = "0" 
else: 
   minutes = math.ceil((hours % 1) * 60) 
   minutes = str(minutes).replace(".0", "") 
   hours = math.floor(hours) 
   hours = str(hours).replace(".0", "") 
time = hours + ":" + minutes 
 
print "\n" + decoys + " decoys" 
print "Requesting time per simulation:\t" + time 
 
trials = len(test_cond) * len(param_set_1) * len(param_set_2) * int(decoys) 
print "Total decoys generated:\t" + str(trials) 
 
# Setting destination 
if args.subfolder: 
   path = os.path.join(os.getcwd(), args.subfolder) 
   if not os.path.isdir(path): 
      os.makedirs(path) 
      print "\nCreated destination folder:" 
   else: 
      print "Destination folder:"    
   print path      
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else:  
   path = os.getcwd() 
   print "\nDestination folder:" 
   print path 
 
# Creating files 
subscripts = [] 
subnames = [] 
print "\n\nMaking the following:" 
for i in range(len(test_cond)): 
   for j in range(len(param_set_1)): 
      for k in range(len(param_set_2)): 
         subscript, subname = marcc_file_maker(path, test_cond[i], decoys,     
                              args.range, str(j), str(k),          
                              parameter_1, param_set_1[j], par_type_1, 
                              parameter_2, param_set_2[k], par_type_2) 
 
         subscripts.append(subscript) 
         subnames.append(subname) 
 
# Submitting the sbatch files 
# Should only be done after the weight files are generated, if varying a  
# weight 
if args.execute: 
   for i in range(len(subscripts)): 
      bashline = "sbatch " + str(subscripts[i]) 
      os.system(bashline) 
   print "\nAll jobs submitted" 
 
# Printing list of submission scripts 
# The conversion below makes it easier to execute the list of subscripts with   
# a loop bash command (for i in [block]; do sbatch $i; done) if the execute  
# option is not used 
else: 
   sub_string = "" 
   for i in subscripts: 
      sub_string = sub_string + i 
      if i != len(subscripts): 
         sub_string = sub_string + " " 
   print "\nList of sbatch files:" 
   print sub_string 








Selects top decoys from folders made by submit_script_gen.py on MARCC for  
LK peptide SAM surface docks. If solution state decoys are being analyzed, a  
new score list will be generated. 
 





from shutil import copyfile, move 




   """ Collecting inputs """ 
   parser = argparse.ArgumentParser() 
   parser.add_argument("folder", help="What folder below the current \ 
                        working directory do you want to use?") 
   parser.add_argument("-sol", "--solution_state", action="store_true",  
                  help="Do ou want the solution state decoys, rather \ 
                        than the surface docked ones?") 
   parser.add_argument("-d", "--decoy_count", type=int, default=100,  
                     help="Collect the top [how many] decoys?") 
   parser.add_argument("-l", "--location", type=str, choices=['m', 'l'],  
                  default='m', help="Are PDB's on MARCC (m, default) \ 
                                 or downloaded to local (l)?") 
   parser.add_argument("-s", "--silence", action="store_true",  
                  help="Silence output from calculations") 
   args = parser.parse_args() 
 
   return args 
 
 
def get_folders(direc, f_name, args): 
   """  
   This function returns an input folder with PDB files and an output folder 
   to which top decoys, a score file, and the flags file will be copied 
   """ 
   # Getting path for folder containing decoys 
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   if args.location == 'm':   # Running from MARCC-formatted folders 
      input_folder = os.path.join(direc, f_name + '_output') 
   else:    # Running from folders already created by this script 
      input_folder = direc 
 
   # Making top decoys folder 
   td_folder_name = f_name + '.top' + str(args.decoy_count) 
   top_decoys_folder = os.path.join(input_folder, td_folder_name) 
   if not os.path.isdir(top_decoys_folder): 
      os.makedirs(top_decoys_folder) 
 
   return input_folder, [td_folder_name, top_decoys_folder] 
 
 
def display_time(start, elapsed, run_count, total_count): 
   """ Displays the time for scoring PDBs """ 
   # Giving an initial estimate of computation time 
   if run_count == 1:  
      total_time = elapsed / 2 * total_count / 3600 
      out = "Rough estimated time to score this folder: {} hours" 
      print out.format(round(total_time,2)) 
      return 
 
   # Giving a total at completion 
   if (run_count + 1) == total_count: 
      out = "Scoring completed for this folder. Completion time: {} hours" 
      print out.format(round(elapsed,2)) 
      return 
 
   # Updating estimate every 100 decoys 
   if (run_count + 1) % 100 == 0: 
      est = elapsed * (float(total_count / (run_count + 1)) - 1) / 3600 
      out = "\t{} PDBs scored. Estimated time remaining: {} hours" 
      print out.format(run_count + 1, round(est, 2)) 
      return 
 
 
def rescore_sol(folder, args): 
   """ 
   This function takes an input folder and scores all the solution state 
   decoys in the folder. It returns a sorted list of names and scores. 
   This requires the importation of PyRosetta. There is a limitation that 
   this function will only use the default Rosetta score function. In this 
   case, it is using talaris2014. 
   """ 
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   import rosetta  
   import rosetta.core.scoring.solid_surface 
   opts = '-include_surfaces -mute basic -mute core -mute protocols' 
   rosetta.init(extra_options = opts) 
   if not args.silence: 
      from time import time 
 
   # Getting list of all files in the folder 
   f_name = os.path.basename(folder).replace('_output', '') 
   if not args.silence: 
      print '\n\nFolder:\t{}'.format(f_name) 
 
   folder_list = os.listdir(folder)    # Full folder 
 
   # Narrowing list to only solution models 
   sol_pdbs = [] 
   for i in folder_list: 
      if 'Sol' in i: 
         sol_pdbs.append(i) 
   sol_pdbs.sort() 
   count = len(sol_pdbs) 
 
   if not args.silence: 
      print "Scoring {} PDBs".format(count) 
 
   # Writing unsorted scores file 
   scoresc = os.path.join(folder, 'sol_score.sc') 
   header = ('\t' * 6).join(['Description', 'Score']) 
   with open(scoresc, 'w') as s: 
      s.write(header) 
 
   # Scoring solution PDBs and listing scores 
   score_erors = {} 
   sf = rosetta.get_fa_scorefxn() 
   sol_scores = [] 
   start = time() 
   for i in range(len(sol_pdbs)): 
      try: 
         pdb = sol_pdbs[i] 
         p = rosetta.pose_from_pdb(os.path.join(folder, pdb)) 
         score = sf(p) 
         sol_scores.append(score) 
 
         # Adding score to unsorted list 
         with open(scoresc, 'a') as s: 
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            s.write('\n{}\t{}'.format(pdb, score)) 
 
         if not args.silence: 
            elapsed = time() - start 
            display_time(start, elapsed, i, count) 
 
      except RuntimeError: 
         print "Unable to read PDB: {}".format(pdb) 
         if score_erors.has_key(f_name): 
            score_erors[f_name].append(pdb) 
         else: 
            score_erors.update({f_name: [pdb]}) 
 
   # Combining files names and scores, sorting by scores 
   s_name_scores = sorted(zip(sol_pdbs, sol_scores), key=lambda x:x[1]) 
 




   """ 
   This function uses the output score.sc file from the MARCC run to find the 
   top docked decoys based on Rosetta score. It requires a score file input. 
   Outputs a sorted scores list 
   """ 
   # Reading score file 
   score_text = open(scorefile).readlines() 
   score_header = score_text[1] 
   raw_scores = score_text[2:] 
 
   # Getting total scores and filenames 
   total_scores = [] 
   for line in raw_scores: 
      total_scores.append(line.split()) 
 
   # Converting string numbers to floats and sorting 
   for line in range(len(total_scores)): 
      # Removing "SCORE:" from each line 
      total_scores[line] = total_scores[line][1:] 
      for i in range(len(total_scores[line])-1): 
         # Last item is file name 
         float_val = float(total_scores[line][i]) 
         total_scores[line][i] = float_val 
       
   total_scores.sort() 
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   # Reorganizing data 
   row_size = len(total_scores[0]) 
      # Cleaning header 
   headlist = score_header.split()[-row_size:]    # Strips all before "score" 
   header = str(headlist[-1])    # Convert to str with file name before 
scores 
   for column in range(len(headlist)-1): 
      header += '\t' + str(headlist[column]).replace(':','') 
 
      # Re-ordering scores to match header 
   for line in range(len(total_scores)): 
      total_scores[line] = [total_scores[line][-1]] + \ 
                        total_scores[line][1:-1] 
 
   return total_scores, header 
 
 
def pdb_copy(pdb_name, source, destination, args): 
   """ Copy a PDB file from one folder to another """ 
   if args.solution_state: 
      dec = pdb_name 
   else: 
      dec = pdb_name + '.pdb.gz' 
 
   decoy_source = os.path.join(source, dec) 
   decoy_destination = os.path.join(destination, dec) 
   copyfile(decoy_source, decoy_destination) 
    
   if not args.silence: 
      print '\t' + dec 
 
 
def score_and_flags(name, dir_in, dir_out, score_list, header, args): 
   """ Output a sorted scores file and copy over the simulation flags """ 
   if not args.silence: 
      print 'Writing sorted scores file and copying flags\n\n' 
 
   # Making output scores file 
   out_scores = os.path.join(dir_out, 'score.sc') 
   with open(out_scores, 'w') as sc: 
      sc.write(header + '\n') 
      for line in score_list: 
         line_text = '\t'.join([str(i) for i in line]) 
         sc.write(line_text + '\n') 
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   #Copying flags file 
   flag_name = name + '.flags' 
   flag_source = os.path.join(dir_in, flag_name) 
   flag_destination = os.path.join(dir_out, flag_name) 
   copyfile(flag_source, flag_destination) 
 
 
def take_top_decoys(folder, name, args): 
   """ 
   Given a folder containing PDB files, this function will get the  
   appropriate directory or subdirectory containing PDB files. Then it will 
   either rescore solution state PDBs or read and sort the score.sc file to 
   get the lowest scoring decoys. The specified number of best scorers will  
   be copied to a top decoys folder, along with the flags file that generated  
   them, and a sorted scores file. 
   """ 
   folder_full = os.path.join(folder, name) 
   input_folder, out_folder = get_folders(folder_full, name, args) 
 
   # Getting scores list 
   if args.solution_state:    # For solution models, need to re-score 
      scores, header, errors = rescore_sol(input_folder, args) 
 
   else:    # Otherwise, can read scores directly from score.sc 
      if not args.silence: 
         print 'Folder:\t' + name 
 
      scorefile = os.path.join(input_folder, 'score.sc') 
      scores, header = read_scorefile(scorefile) 
      errors = {} 
 
   # Getting top models 
   top_models = [] 
   for i in range(args.decoy_count): 
      top_models.append(scores[i][0]) 
 
   # Copying top decoys 
   print '\nCopying top {} decoys'.format(args.decoy_count) 
   for decoy in top_models: 
      pdb_copy(decoy, input_folder, out_folder[1], args) 
    
   # Making output scores file and copying over flags for reference 
   score_and_flags(name, folder_full, out_folder[1],  
                  scores, header, args) 
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   args = parse_args() 
 
   # Setting path 
   main_directory = os.getcwd() + "/" + args.folder 
 
   # Getting list of subfolders 
   subdirectories = next(os.walk(main_directory))[1] 
   subdirectories.sort() 
 
   # Picking out top decoys in each subfolder 
   out_folders = {} 
   pdb_exclusions = {} 
   folder_exclusions = [] 
 
   for folder in subdirectories: 
      #verify that folder has PDBs (exclude results folders, etc.) 
      run = False 
      for file in os.listdir(os.path.join(main_directory, folder)): 
         if any(x in file for x in ['.pdb.gz', '_output']): 
            run = True 
            break 
 
      if run: 
         out_folder, errors = take_top_decoys(main_directory, folder, args) 
         out_folders.update({out_folder[0]: out_folder[1]}) 
         pdb_exclusions.update(errors) 
          
      else: 
         print 'Excluding:\t\t' + folder 
         folder_exclusions.append(folder) 
 
   # Making results directory 
   results_folder = os.path.join(main_directory, 'results') 
   if not os.path.isdir(results_folder): 
      os.makedirs(results_folder) 
   for folder in out_folders: 
      move(out_folders[folder], os.path.join(results_folder, folder)) 
 
   # Displaying results directory to copy-paste for scp/rsync 
   print '\n\n' + results_folder + '/*' 
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   # Displaying excluded folders and PDBs 
   if len(folder_exclusions) > 0: 
      print '\nFOLDERS EXCLUDED:' 
      for exclusion in folder_exclusions: 
         print exclusion 
 
   if len(pdb_exclusions) > 0: 
      print '\nPDBS EXCLUDED:' 
      for folder in pdb_exclusions: 
         print folder 
         for pdb in pdb_exclusions[folder]: 
            print '\t' + pdb 
 
if __name__ == '__main__': 




Appendix 2E: Analysis and Plotting Script 
#!/usr/bin/python 
""" 
This script is intended to take data from self-assembled monolayer docking  
simulations, and generate apropriate plots.  The script reads a folder with  




A note about octets: now they're quadrants. An older version of the script  
handled 7mers and 14mers together, whereas for the publication, I needed only 
14mers, so I changed it around but never got around to beautifying. 
 
Script for extracting data and making plots originally written by M. Pacella 




from os import getcwd, listdir, makedirs, walk 




import matplotlib.pyplot as plt  
import matplotlib.patches as mpat 
from matplotlib import cm 
import matplotlib.gridspec as gridspec 
import numpy as np 
from pylab import * 
from scipy.interpolate import UnivariateSpline 
# Following functions only used for calculating helicity 
from rosetta import *  
from rosetta.core.scoring.dssp import Dssp 
import rosetta.core.scoring.solid_surface 
from glob import glob 
import gzip 
 
# parameter info, with default values 
param_list = { 'fa_atr': 0.8, 'fa_rep': 0.44, 'fa_sol': 0.75,  
            'fa_intra_rep': 0.004, 'fa_elec': 0.7, 'pro_close': 1,  
            'hbond_sr_bb': 1.17, 'hbond_lr_bb': 1.17, 'hbond_bb_sc': 1.17,  
            'hbond_sc': 1.1, 'dslf_fa13': 1.0,  'rama': 0.2, 'omega': 0.5,  
            'fa_dun': 0.56, 'p_aa_pp': 0.32, 'ref': 1, 'lj_radius': 2.000,  
            'lj_wdepth': 0.1811, 'lk_dgfree': 1.5000, 'lk_lambda': 3.5000,  
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   """  
   Collect input arguments for helicity plotter. By default, the script will 
   take a data file it has generated on a previous run and produce plots. 
   -c is an option to calculate such a data file for a new dataset 
   Parameters -p1 and -p2 can be entered manually, though by default, the 
   script will read the folder name for parameter names, and finding none,  
   will assume baseline.  
   -bw will generate the plots in black and white, rather than default colors 
   -s will silence the default output of PDB's being processed and plots made 
   """ 
   info = 'Make helicity plots for decoys generated by submit_script_gen' 
   parser = argparse.ArgumentParser(description=info) 
   parser.add_argument("folder", type=str,  
                  help="What folder below the current working \ 
                        directory do you want to use?") 
   parser.add_argument("-c", "--calculate", action="store_true",  
                  help="Use this option the first time handling a \ 
                        dataset") 
   parser.add_argument("-p1", "--parameter_1", type=str,  
                  help="Manually enter a varied parameter for \ 
                        calculation") 
   parser.add_argument("-p2", "--parameter_2", type=str,  
                  help="Manually enter second varied parameter for \ 
                        calculation.") 
   parser.add_argument("-bw", "--black_white", action="store_true",  
                  help="Use this option to print the plots in black \ 
                        and white") 
   parser.add_argument("-sl", "--skip_local", action="store_true",  
                  help="Make only parameter varition plots") 
   args = parser.parse_args() 
 







   """ 
   This class is designed to hold helicity data from a single PDB.   
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   Pose name will be the PDB name string. Peptide size, PDB score, and  
   helicity will be float values, with helicity being the count of helical  
   residues divided by two less than the peptide length. Leucine and lysine  
   distances and phis and psis will be lists with length matching the number  
   of each residue in the peptide. Helix and loop hist will be arrays of  
   length equal to the peptide size, counting whether each residue is helical  
   or not.   
   """ 
   def __init__(self, pdb_file): 
      self.pose_name = '' 
 
      self.peptide_size = 0 
      self.score = 0 
      self.helicity = 0 
 
      self.leucine_distances = [] 
      self.lysine_distances = [] 
      self.c_alpha_distances = [] 
 
      self.helix_hist = np.array([]) 
      self.loop_hist = np.array([]) 
 
      self.phis = [] 
      self.psis = [] 
 
      self.pose_helicity_analysis(pdb_file) 
 
   def pose_helicity_analysis(self, pdb_file): 
      """ 
      Function takes input PDB file and exctacts multiple pieces of data,  
      including the name of the PDB file, the peptide length, the PDB score  
      (which includes any weight parameter changes), a count of helical  
      residues, lists of the distances between leucine and lysine residues  
      and the surface, arrays of length equal to the number of residues with  
      1's or 0's indicating whether a residue is helical, and the backbone  
      dihedrals. 
      """ 
      # Getting just the PDB file name from directory  
      self.pose_name = basename(pdb_file) 
      print self.pose_name 
 
      # Reading PDB file for secondary structure 
      pose = pose_from_pdb(pdb_file)  # load a pose from the file 
      first_protein_residue = pose.num_jump()+1 
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      # Getting peptide size 
      self.peptide_size = pose.total_residue() + 1 - first_protein_residue 
 
      # Getting the score of the current pdb 
      self.score = self.read_score(pdb_file) 
 
      # Initializing histogram lists (size is required) 
      self.helix_hist = np.array([0] * self.peptide_size) 
      self.loop_hist = np.array([0] * self.peptide_size) 
 
      # Getting secondary structure, coordinates, dihedrals for each residue 
      sec_struct = Dssp(pose) 
      sec_struct.insert_ss_into_pose(pose) 
      H_count = float(0) 
 
      for resnum in range(first_protein_residue, pose.total_residue()+1): 
         residue = resnum - first_protein_residue 
         self.get_secstruct(pose, resnum, residue) 
 
   def read_score(self, pdb_file): 
      """ 
      Reads the score from the text of a PDB file.  This yields the score  
      reflecting any altered weight parameters, rather than rescoring the  
      PDB with default weights. Searches PDB text from the bottom, since the  
      relevant line is near the end. The total score is the last item of  
      that line. 
      """ 
      # Read PDB file 
      with gzip.open(pdb_file, 'r') as pdbgz: 
         line_search = pdbgz.readlines() 
 
      # Find line with pose scores 
      for line in line_search[::-1]:    
         line = line.rstrip() 
         if line[0:4] == "pose": 
            score_line = line 
            break 
 
      # Convert last portion of total score line to a float value 
      total_score = float(score_line.split()[-1]) 
 
      return total_score 
 
   def get_secstruct(self, pose, pdb_number, peptide_number): 
      """ 
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      Inputs of a PDB file and a residue number, and returns whether the  
      residue is helical, the amino acid type, the distance from the  
      surface, and the backbone dihedrals.  Distance is determined based on  
      average of CD's for leucine and NZ for lysine.  
      """ 
      # Getting residue secondary structure 
      sec_struct_string = pose.secstruct() 
      res_sec_struct = sec_struct_string[pdb_number-1] 
 
      # Incorporating residue's secondary structure into histogram 
      if res_sec_struct == 'H': 
         self.helix_hist[peptide_number] += 1 
         self.helicity += float(1)/(self.peptide_size -2) 
         # Peptide size -2 because termini cannot be helical 
      else: 
         self.loop_hist[peptide_number] += 1 
 
      # Gettng residue name 
      res = pose.residue(pdb_number) 
      res_name = res.name1() 
 
      # Getting and adjusting the z coordinates 
      if res_name == 'L':  # average of carbon deltas for leucine 
         z1 = res.atom('CD1').xyz().z 
         z2 = res.atom('CD2').xyz().z 
         z_val = self.adjust_surface_z(float(np.mean([z1, z2])), pose) 
         self.leucine_distances.append(z_val) 
 
      if res_name == 'K':     # z coordinate of nitrogen for lysine 
         z_val = self.adjust_surface_z(res.atom('NZ').xyz().z, pose) 
         self.lysine_distances.append(z_val) 
 
      c_a_z = self.adjust_surface_z(res.atom('CA').xyz().z, pose)    # CA 
      self.c_alpha_distances.append(c_a_z) 
 
      # Getting backbone dihedrals, ignoring terminal residues 
      if peptide_number not in [0, self.peptide_size-1]: 
         self.phis.append(pose.phi(pdb_number)) 
         self.psis.append(pose.psi(pdb_number)) 
 
   def adjust_surface_z(self, z_value, pose): 
      """ 
      Takes a z coordinate of an LK peptide residue and corrects position. 
      The z coordinate is adjusted because the surfaces are not at precisely  
      z = 0A. The average z coordinate for the top of the hydrophilic  
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      surface is -17.868A. There was an error in early simulations where the  
      peptide may be above or below the hydrophobic surface (which is  
      symmetrical). The average z for the top of the hydrophobic surface is  
      -19.064A, and for the bottom is -30.964.  The center of the surface  
      was therefore considered -25. 
      """ 
      if pose.residue(1).name() in ['COO', 'COH']:    # hydrophilic surface 
      # Surface is always before peptide in PDB file 
         coordinate = z_value + 17.868 
      elif z_value > -25:        # above hydrophobic surface 
         coordinate = z_value + 19.064 
      else:                   # below hydrophobic surface 
         coordinate = -z_value - 30.964 
 




   """ 
   This class is designed to take in and organize data from individual decoys 
 
   Test condition and both parameters will be strings; the parameter values  
   and set helicity mean standard deviation will be float values with the  
   parameter defaults at 0 signifying baseline; helix count and loop count  
   will be lists with length matching the peptide length, indicating degree  
   of helicity at each residue; file names, scores, helicities will be lists  
   of the respective data for each PDB in the folder; L_ and K_ distances  
   will be lists of length equal times the product of peptide length and the  
   number of PDB's. 
   """ 
   def __init__(self, place, parameter_1, parameter_2): 
      self.location = place 
      self.folder_name = basename(place) 
 
      self.parameter_1 = parameter_1 
      self.parameter_1_value = self.name_to_num(parameter_1) 
 
      self.parameter_2 = parameter_2 
      self.parameter_2_value = self.name_to_num(parameter_2) 
 
      self.surface_type = '' 
      self.peptide_size = '' 
      self.peptide_length = None 
      self.peptide_sequence = '' 
      self.data_typer() 
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      self.test_condition = None 
      self.parameter_group = None 
      self.variation_group = None 
      self.parameters_varied = 0 
      self.report_strings() 
 
      self.file_names = [] 
      self.scores = [] 
      self.helicities = [] 
      self.leucine_distances = [] 
      self.lysine_distances = [] 
      self.c_alpha_distances = [] 
      self.phis = [] 
      self.psis = [] 
 
      self.helix_count = np.array([0] * self.peptide_length) 
      self.loop_count = np.array([0] * self.peptide_length) 
 
      self.helicity_mean = None 
      self.helicity_sd = None 
 
      self.folder_helicity_analysis() 
      self.local_readable_summary() 
      self.post_process() 
 
   def name_to_num(self, parameter): 
      """ 
      Method will take a folder name generated by submit_script_gen and  
      isolates the numerical value of the varied parameter, regardless of  
      1 or 2 variables 
      """ 
      if parameter in ["baseline", None]: 
         return None 
 
      elif 'baseline' in self.folder_name: 
         return param_list[parameter] 
 
      else: 
         fix_text = self.folder_name.lower() 
 
         # strip out the decoy count, ex: '.top100' 
         fix_text = fix_text.split(".top")[0] 
 
         # isolating parameter value (hard-coded to fit submit_script_gen) 
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         # the parameter value follows the parameter in the folder name 
         text_split = fix_text.split(parameter + '_')[1] 
         target_value = text_split.split('_')[0]   # value will be first item 
 
         # convert to float 
         return float(target_value) 
 
   def data_typer(self): 
      """ 
      Method takes folder name output from submit_script_gen and determines  
      which of the eight possible combinations of peptide sequence and 
      length, and surface type that folder contains, so that the data can be 
      added to the appropriate bin for analysis. 
      """ 
      for i in ['hydrophilic', 'hydrophobic']: 
         if i in self.folder_name: 
            self.surface_type = i 
 
      peptide_length = '14mer'   # early trials did not include the 7mer          
                                 # option 
      for j in ['7mer', '14mer']: 
         if j in str(self.folder_name): 
            self.peptide_size = j 
            self.peptide_length = int(j.replace('mer','')) 
 
      for k in ['alpha', 'beta']: 
         if k in self.folder_name: 
            self.peptide_sequence = k 
 
   def report_strings(self): 
      """ Method concatenates various values for file naming """ 
      # Test condition 
      self.test_condition = '_'.join([self.surface_type,  
                              self.peptide_size,  
                              self.peptide_sequence]) 
 
      # Adjusting parameter group to consistent float so plot names align 
      par_1_string = str(self.parameter_1_value) 
      par_2_string = str(self.parameter_2_value) 
      for string in [par_1_string, par_2_string]: 
         while len(string) < 5: 
            if '.' in string: 
               string += '0' 
            else: 
               string += '.' 
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      # Parameter group and parameters varied 
      if self.parameter_1 is None and self.parameter_2 is None: 
         self.parameter_group = 'baseline' 
         self.parameters_varied = 0 
 
      elif self.parameter_2 is None: 
         self.parameter_group = '_'.join([self.parameter_1, par_1_string]) 
         self.parameters_varied = 1 
 
      else: 
         self.parameter_group = '_'.join([self.parameter_1, par_1_string, 
                                 self.parameter_2, par_2_string]) 
         self.parameters_varied = 2 
 
      # Variation group 
      self.variation_group = self.surface_type + '_' + self.peptide_size 
 
   def add_pose(self, pose_data): 
      """ 
      This function adds a pose_helicity_data class object to the group. 
      """ 
      self.file_names.append(pose_data.pose_name) 
      self.scores.append(pose_data.score) 
      self.helicities.append(pose_data.helicity) 
      self.leucine_distances += pose_data.leucine_distances 
      self.lysine_distances += pose_data.lysine_distances 
      self.c_alpha_distances += pose_data.c_alpha_distances 
      self.phis += pose_data.phis 
      self.psis += pose_data.psis 
      self.helix_count += pose_data.helix_hist 
      self.loop_count += pose_data.loop_hist 
 
   def folder_helicity_analysis(self): 
      """ 
      This method enables the class to collect all pose helicity analysis  
      data on each PDB in the input folder, and stores the combined data from  
      the entire folder, including the test condition, both parameters and  
      their values, the mean and standard deviation of helicity for all PDBs,  
      histogram data of residues are helical or non-helical in secondary  
      structure, and lists of files, scores, helicities, leucine and lysine z  
      coordinates, and backbone dihedral angles. 
      """ 
      # displaying folder name 
      print "\n", self.folder_name, ":" 
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      # getting list of PDBs 
      pdbs = join(self.location, "*.pdb.gz") 
      pdb_list = glob(pdbs) 
      pdb_list.sort() 
 
      # Analyzing pose secondary structures and adding them to list 
      for file_name in pdb_list: 
         try: 
            p = pose_from_pdb(file_name) 
 
         except Exception:  
            print 'Unable to read ', file_name 
            continue 
 
         self.add_pose(pose_helicity_data(file_name)) 
 
   def post_process(self): 
      """ 
      This function calculates helicity mean and standard deviation. It also  
      converts the numpy arrays (helix and loop count) to lists for later  
      ease of use. 
      """ 
      # Getting average and sd of helicity 
      self.helicity_mean = np.mean(self.helicities) 
      self.helicity_sd = np.std(self.helicities) 
 
      # Converting np arrays to lists 
      self.helix_count = list(self.helix_count) 
      self.loop_count = list(self.loop_count) 
       
   def local_readable_summary(self): 
      """ 
      This method makes a reference text file listing the PDB file names,  
      helicities, and scores for all PDB's in the folder, sorted by score. 
      """ 
      # making a combined list 
      name_heli_score = zip(self.file_names, self.helicities, self.scores) 
 
      # sorting by score 
      sorted_helicities = sorted(name_heli_score, key=lambda x: x[2]) 
 
      # saving file 
      template = '{:50s} {:20s} {:10s} \n' 
      local_out = join(self.location, 'scores_helicities.txt') 
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      with open(local_out, 'w') as l_o: 
         l_o.write(template.format("File", "Helicity", "Score"))  # Header 
         for line in sorted_helicities: 
            lineout = [str(x) for x in line] 






def identify_parameters(place, parameter_1, parameter_2=None): 
   """ 
   This function takes the parameter arguments (or lack thereof) and  
   determines whether the dataset is baseline, or one or two varied  
   parameters, and which parameters are varied if applicable.  Default is  
   baseline.  If parameter arguments are given, this function will verify  
   that they are in the list of possible parameters.  If not, before  
   accepting default, the function will read the folder name and identify  
   parameters there. 
   """ 
   # default: baseline 
   par_name = None 
 
   # given input 
   if parameter_1: 
      par_name = parameter_1.lower() 
      assert par_name in param_list 
 
   # checking folder name 
   else: 
      for parameter in param_list: 
         if parameter == parameter_2:  # for second parameter case 
            continue 
         elif parameter in basename(place): 
            par_name = parameter  
 
   return par_name 
 
 
def display_parameters(directory_name, parameter_1, parameter_2, calc=True): 
   """ 
   This function uses identify_parameters function to determine one or two  
   varied parameters. It will display the filepath and parameters as well. 
   """ 
   # calculate parameters 
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   name_1 = identify_parameters(directory_name, parameter_1) 
   name_2 = identify_parameters(directory_name, parameter_2, name_1) 
 
   # display parameters 
   print "\n\nPATH:\t" + directory_name 
 
   if name_1 is None: 
      print "\nBaseline\n" 
   else: 
      print "\nVaried Parameter:\t" + name_1 + '\n' 
 
   if name_2 is not None: 
      print "Varied Parameter:\t" + name_2 + '\n' 
 
   # returning parameters 
   if calc: 
      return name_1, name_2 
 
 
def master_data_extraction(path, parameter_1, parameter_2): 
   """ 
   This is the overall function for reading helicity data from a folder of  
   folders generated by submit_script_gen.  The data from each PDB in a  
   subfolder is collected in a class object, and all class objects are stored  
   in a list.  Each object will include the folder's test condition, and the  
   varried parameter(s) and parameter values if applicable.  It will also  
   include the helicity mean and standard deviation for the folder, a helix  
   count and loop count for each residue in the peptide, lists of file names,  
   PDB scores, and helicities for each PDB in the folder, and lists of the  
   leucine and lysine distances from the surface acrtoss all peptides and  
   residues in the folder. 
   """ 
   # identifying parameter(s) being analyzed 
   par_name_1, par_name_2 = display_parameters(path,  
                                    parameter_1,  
                                    parameter_2) 
 
   # getting list of subfolders 
   subdirectories = next(walk(path))[1] 
   subdirectories.sort() 
   print "\nFolder list:" 
   for subdirectory in subdirectories: 
      print '\t' + subdirectory 
 
   # Performing local helicity analysis 
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   global_datasets, excluded_folders = [[] for i in range(2)] 
   print "\nReading PDB's" 
 
   for folder in range(len(subdirectories)): 
      place = join(path, subdirectories[folder]) 
      # verify that folder has PDBs (exclude plots folders, etc.) 
      run = False 
      for file in listdir(place): 
         if '.pdb.gz' in file: 
            run = True 
            break 
 
      # analyzing folder PDB's 
      if run: 
         fhd = folder_helicity_data( 
            place, par_name_1, par_name_2) 
         global_datasets.append(fhd) 
 
      else: 
         print "Excluding folder:", subdirectories[folder] 
         excluded_folders.append(subdirectories[folder]) 
 
   # Making data dump text file 
   folder_name = basename(path) 
   master_out = join(path, folder_name + "_helicity_data.txt") 
   with open(master_out, "wb") as f: 
      pickle.dump(global_datasets, f, pickle.HIGHEST_PROTOCOL) 
 







   """ 
    Local plots (the residue helicity histogram, the L/K surface distance  
    plot, Ramachandran, and the score-helicity scatterplot) show all surface/ 
    peptide combinations for a single test condition, e.g. baseline or a  
    single varied parameter value. This function takes the list of folder  
    data and sorts it into sets to pass to those plotting functions. 
   """ 
   # getting list of groups 
   octet_groups = [] 
   for datum in dataset_list: 
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      if datum.parameter_group in octet_groups: 
         continue 
      else: 
         octet_groups.append(datum.parameter_group) 
   octet_groups.sort() 
 
   # populating groups 
   octets = [] 
   for i in range(len(octet_groups)): 
      octets.append([]) 
      for datum in dataset_list: 
         if datum.parameter_group == octet_groups[i]: 
            octets[i].append(datum) 
 
   return octets 
 
 
def add_textline(text, x, y, ha='left', va='center', r=90, fs=11): 
   """   This function adds text labels to a figure """ 
   plt.figtext(x, y, text, horizontalalignment=ha, verticalalignment=va,  




   """ 
   This class will generate the three local plot types, the residue helicity  
   histogram, the L/K surface distance plot, and the score-helicity  
   scatterplot. The reason for calling it an octet, even if there aren't  
   eight items, is because the figure has eight plot spaces, representing  
   each combination of surface type (hydrophilic or hydrophobic), peptide  
   size (7mer or 14mer), and peptide sequence (alpha or beta). 
   """ 
   def __init__(self, condition_octet, filepath, out_folder, black_white): 
      self.octet = condition_octet 
      self.path = filepath 
      self.folder_name = out_folder 
      self.condition = self.octet[0].parameter_group 
 
      # Plot settings 
      self.plot_types = {'heli_hist': self.helicity_plotter,  
                     'surf_dist': self.distance_plotter,  
                     'funnel': self.scatter_plotter, 
                     'rama':self.rama_plotter} 
      self.color = {False: 0, True: 1}[black_white] 
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      # Getting min and max scores for funnel plots 
      self.min_score = [] 
      self.max_score = [] 
      self.scatter_range() 
 
      for plot_type in self.plot_types: 
         print 'Making Plot:\t' + self.condition + '\t\t' + plot_type 
         self.local_plot_master(plot_type) 
 
   def scatter_range(self): 
      """ Determining plot range for funnel-type scatter plots """ 
      # Finding absolute maxima and minima 
      abs_min_score = min([min(data.scores) for data in self.octet]) 
      abs_max_score = max([max(data.scores) for data in self.octet]) 
 
      # Checking if max score is positive. Necessary for beta_november sets 
      # because hydrophilic surface scores highly positive 
      if abs_max_score < 0: 
         self.min_score = [abs_min_score, abs_min_score] 
         self.max_score = [abs_max_score, abs_max_score] 
 
      # Splitting score ranges 
      else: 
         # Separating hydrophobic and hydrophilic 
         hydrophilic_sets = [] 
         hydrophobic_sets = [] 
         for i in self.octet: 
            if i.surface_type == 'hydrophilic': 
               hydrophilic_sets.append(i) 
            if i.surface_type == 'hydrophobic': 
               hydrophobic_sets.append(i) 
 
         # Finding set maxima and minima 
         hydrophilic_min_score = \ 
            min([min(data.scores) for data in hydrophilic_sets]) 
         hydrophilic_max_score = \ 
            max([max(data.scores) for data in hydrophilic_sets]) 
 
         hydrophobic_min_score = \ 
            min([min(data.scores) for data in hydrophobic_sets]) 
         hydrophobic_max_score = \ 
            max([max(data.scores) for data in hydrophobic_sets]) 
 
         self.min_score = [hydrophilic_min_score, hydrophobic_min_score] 
         self.max_score = [hydrophilic_max_score, hydrophobic_max_score] 
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   def local_plot_master(self, p_type): 
      """ 
      Structure for creating 4x2 plots of the three different local types.   
      Each subplot is populated by the appropriate type function. 
      """ 
      # creating a figure with eight plots arranged 4x2 
      fig, axes = plt.subplots(nrows=2, ncols=2) 
 
      # formatting and labeling plot 
      axis_labels = {'heli_hist': ['Secondary Structure', 'Residue Number'],  
                  'surf_dist': ['Relative Probability',  
                              r'Distance from Surface ($\AA$)'],  
                  'funnel': ['Score', 'Helicity'],  
                  'rama': [r'$\psi$', r'$\phi$']} 
      self.local_plot_formatter(fig, axis_labels[p_type]) 
 
      # mapping each dataset to the appropriate plot   
      set_2_plot = { 'hydrophilic_14mer_alpha': axes[0][0],  
                  'hydrophilic_14mer_beta': axes[0][1], 
                  'hydrophobic_14mer_alpha': axes[1][0],  
                  'hydrophobic_14mer_beta': axes[1][1],  
                  'hydrophilic_7mer_alpha': axes[0][0],  
                  'hydrophilic_7mer_beta': axes[0][1], 
                  'hydrophobic_7mer_alpha': axes[1][0],  
                  'hydrophobic_7mer_beta': axes[1][1]} 
 
      # populating each plot 
      for data in self.octet: 
         plot_data = { 
            'heli_hist': [data.helix_count, data.loop_count],  
            'surf_dist': [data.leucine_distances,  
                        data.lysine_distances,  
                        data.c_alpha_distances],  
            'funnel': [data.scores, data.helicities, data.surface_type],  
            'rama':[data.psis, data.phis]} 
 
         self.plot_types[p_type](set_2_plot[data.test_condition],  
                           plot_data[p_type]) 
 
      # Removing superfluous ticks 
      if p_type != 'funnel':  # Scores not necessarily the same for all 4 
         for a in [a[1] for a in axes]:   #Plots on the right 
            a.set_yticklabels(()) 
      else:                # Leave space for scores 
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         plt.subplots_adjust(wspace=0.37) 
 
      for a in axes[0]:    # Plots on the top 
         a.set_xticklabels(()) 
 
      # Setting tick fonts 
      for a in [axes[0][0], axes[0][1], axes[1][0], axes[1][1]]: 
         for t in a.xaxis.get_major_ticks() + a.yaxis.get_major_ticks(): 
            t.label.set_fontsize(10) 
 
      # saving figure 
      title = {'heli_hist': '_sec_struct_distribution_',  
               'surf_dist': '_distance_distribution_',  
               'funnel': '_helicity_vs_score_',  
               'rama': '_rama_'} 
      p_name = join(self.path, self.folder_name + title[p_type] +  
                        self.condition + '.png') 
      plt.savefig(p_name, dpi=300) 
      plt.close() 
 
   def local_plot_formatter(self, fig, y_x_labels): 
      """ 
      Applies standard formatting and labels to 4x2 local data plots 
      """ 
      # formatting 
      fig.set_size_inches(3.5, 2.5) 
      #plt.subplots_adjust(hspace = 0.3) 
      #plt.subplots_adjust(wspace = 0.25) 
      fig.subplots_adjust(top=0.88, bottom=0.18, left=0.18, right=0.9) 
 
      # labels 
      add_textline(y_x_labels[0], 0.01, 0.525, fs=12) 
      add_textline(y_x_labels[1], 0.535, 0.01,  
               ha='center', va='bottom', r=0, fs=12) 
      add_textline(r'LK-$\alpha$', 0.34, 0.99, ha='center', va='top', r=0) 
      add_textline(r'LK-$\beta$', 0.74, 0.99, ha='center', va='top', r=0) 
      add_textline('Hydrophobic', 0.94, 0.32) 
      add_textline('Hydrophilic', 0.94, 0.73) 
 
   def helicity_plotter(self, ax, helix_loop_hist_data): 
      """ 
      Generates a bar plot with bins for each of the residues in the peptide,  
      with red indicating the number of decoys in the set in which that  
      residue is helical, and blue indicating the number of decoys in which  
      it is not helical 
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      """ 
      width = 1 
 
      assert len(helix_loop_hist_data[0]) == len(helix_loop_hist_data[1]) 
      bin_count = len(helix_loop_hist_data[0]) 
      bins = np.arange(0, bin_count)+0.5 
 
      ax.bar(  bins, helix_loop_hist_data[0], width,  
            color=['red', 'gray'][self.color]) 
      ax.bar(  bins, helix_loop_hist_data[1], width,  
            color=['blue', 'white'][self.color],  
            bottom=helix_loop_hist_data[0]) 
 
      ax.axis([width / 2.0, bin_count + width / 2.0, 0,  
            max(helix_loop_hist_data[0] + helix_loop_hist_data[1])]) 
      ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(plt.MaxNLocator(5))      
 
   def distance_plotter(self, ax, L_K_z_coords): 
      """ 
      Generates a double lineplot showing the distance distribution  
      frequency of leucine any lysine residues for all peptides in the  
      folder, with lysine in red and leucine in blue. 
      """ 
      # Generating bins based on range of distances 
      L_count, x_L = np.histogram(L_K_z_coords[0], bins=50, range=(0, 25)) 
      K_count, x_K = np.histogram(L_K_z_coords[1], bins=50, range=(0, 25)) 
      C_count, x_C = np.histogram(L_K_z_coords[2], bins=50, range=(0, 25)) 
      x_L = x_L[:-1] + (x_L[1] - x_L[0]) / 2 
      x_K = x_K[:-1] + (x_K[1] - x_K[0]) / 2 
      x_C = x_C[:-1] + (x_C[1] - x_C[0]) / 2 
      f_L = UnivariateSpline(x_L, L_count, s=50) 
      f_K = UnivariateSpline(x_K, K_count, s=50) 
      f_C = UnivariateSpline(x_C, C_count, s=50) 
 
      # Normalizing L/K distances 
      max_L, min_L = max(f_L(x_L)), min(f_L(x_L)) 
      max_K, min_K = max(f_K(x_K)), min(f_K(x_K)) 
      max_C, min_C = max(f_C(x_C)), min(f_C(x_C)) 
      l_norm = [(float(i) - min_L)/(max_L-min_L) for i in f_L(x_L)] 
      k_norm = [(float(i) - min_K)/(max_K-min_K) for i in f_K(x_K)] 
      c_norm = [(float(i) - min_C)/(max_C-min_C) for i in f_C(x_C)] 
 
      # plotting 
      c = self.color 
      ax.plot(x_K, k_norm, label="Lysine", lw=1.5,  
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            color=['red', 'gray'][c], linestyle=['-', '--'][c]) 
      ax.plot(x_L, l_norm, label="Leucine", lw=1.5,  
            color=['blue', 'gray'][c], linestyle=['-', ':'][c]) 
      ax.plot(x_C, c_norm, label="CA", lw=1,  
            color='black', linestyle=['-', '-:'][c]) 
 
      ax.axis([-0.5, 25.5, -0.04, 1.04]) 
 
   def scatter_plotter(self, ax, scores_helicities): 
      """ 
      Generates a scatter of score vs helicity.  This plot approximates a  
      funnel plot, with helicity taking the place of RMSD. 
      """ 
      ax.scatter(scores_helicities[1], scores_helicities[0],  
               s=4, color=['blue', 'gray'][self.color]) 
 
      # setting axis limits so points aren't right on axis lines 
      which_scores = ['hydrophilic', 'hydrophobic'].index( 
            scores_helicities[2]) 
      w = which_scores 
      margin = 0.06 * (self.max_score[w] - self.min_score[w]) 
      m = margin 
      ax.axis([-0.04, 1.04, self.min_score[w] - m, self.max_score[w] + m]) 
 
      # setting a max tick count on the Y axis so the numbers don't overlap 
      max_ticks = 5 
      loc = plt.MaxNLocator(max_ticks) 
      ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(loc) 
         #ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(loc) 
 
   def rama_plotter(self, ax, psi_phis): 
      """ Generates a Ramachandran scatter plot. """ 
      ax.scatter(psi_phis[1], psi_phis[0], s=0.25,  
               color=['blue', 'gray'][self.color]) 
 
      # Setting axis limits and tick counts 
      ax.axis([-180, 180, -180, 180]) 
      max_ticks = 5 
      loc = plt.MaxNLocator(max_ticks) 
      ax.yaxis.set_major_locator(loc) 
      ax.xaxis.set_major_locator(loc) 
 
      # Adding lines at 0 
      ax.plot([0, 0], [-180, 180], '-', lw=0.5, color="black") 





   """ 
   This function takes the list of folder data and sorts it into sets of  
   consistent surface type and peptide size (peptide sequence is mixed a/b).  
   These groups are passed to the varied parameter plots. 
   """ 
   # getting list of groups 
   surf_size_groups = [] 
   for datum in dataset_list: 
      if datum.variation_group not in surf_size_groups: 
         surf_size_groups.append(datum.variation_group) 
 
   # surf_size_groups.sort() 
 
   # populating groups 
   quadrants = []  
   for i in range(len(surf_size_groups)): 
      quadrants.append([]) 
      for datum in dataset_list: 
         if datum.variation_group == surf_size_groups[i]: 
            quadrants[i].append(datum) 
 
   # splitting groups into alpha and beta 
   quads_split = [] 
   for quadrant in quadrants: 
      alpha_list, beta_list = [[] for i in range(2)] 
      for datum in quadrant: 
         if datum.peptide_sequence == 'alpha': 
            alpha_list.append(datum) 
         elif datum.peptide_sequence == 'beta': 
            beta_list.append(datum) 
      quads_split.append([alpha_list, beta_list]) 
 




   """ 
   Whereas the local helicity plots compare the eight surface/peptide  
   combinations at a single experimental condition or at baseline, this class 
   is intended to handle larger data sets that include the variation of one  
   or two parameters. The reason for calling the data a quadrant, even if  
   there aren't four of them, is due to the nature of the figure taking both  
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   alpha and beta data from one of four possible combinations of surface  
   (hydrophilic or hydrophobic) and peptide size (7mer or 14mer). 
   """ 
   def __init__(self, a_list, b_list, filepath, folder_name, black_white): 
      self.alpha_sets = a_list 
      self.beta_sets = b_list 
      self.path = filepath 
      self.folder_name = folder_name 
      self.variation_group = a_list[0].variation_group      # same for all 
      self.parameters_varied = a_list[0].parameters_varied  # same for all 
      self.parameter_1 = a_list[0].parameter_1           # same for all 
      self.parameter_2 = a_list[0].parameter_2           # same for all 
 
      self.match_param_values = ['parameter_1_value', 'parameter_2_value',  
                           'helicity_mean', 'helicity_sd', 'scores',  
                           'helicities'] 
 
      # initializing list parameters 
      for seq in ['alpha_', 'beta_']: 
         for param in self.match_param_values: 
            setattr(self, seq + param, []) 
         for coord in ['x', 'y', 'z']: 
            setattr(self, seq + '2_var_' + coord, []) 
      for coord in ['x', 'y', 'z']: 
         setattr(self, 'difference_2_var_' + coord, []) 
 
      self.one_var_plots = {'1-var_plot': self.helicity_parameter_plot,  
                     'score-helicity_plot': self.score_helicity_plot} 
      self.color = {False: 0, True: 1}[black_white] 
       
      # incorporating data 
      for seq in ['alpha_', 'beta_']: 
         for trial in getattr(self, seq + 'sets'): 
            for param in self.match_param_values: 
               getattr(self, seq + param).append(getattr(trial, param)) 
 
      # plotting 
      if self.parameters_varied == 1: 
         for p_type in self.one_var_plots: 
            print '\t'.join(['Making Plot:', self.variation_group, p_type]) 
            self.one_var_plots[p_type]() 
 
      elif self.parameters_varied == 2: 
         self.two_var_grid() 
         print '\t'.join(['\nMaking Plot:',  
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                     self.variation_group,  
                     '2-var plot']) 
         self.two_var_heat_plot() 
 
   def plot_namer(self, name): 
      """ Makes plot name form path, parameters, given text """ 
      if self.parameter_2 is None: 
         p2_text = '' 
      else: 
         p2_text = '_' + self.parameter_2 
 
      return join(self.path, self.folder_name + name + self.parameter_1 +  
                  p2_text + "_" + self.variation_group + ".png") 
 
   def helicity_parameter_plot(self): 
      """ 
      Generates a line plot, with a red line for alpha-sequence peptides and  
      a blue line for beta-sequence peptides, which shows the average  
      helicity of the set as a single score weight or surface atom property  
      is varied.  A vertical dotted black line indicates the Talaris2013  
      default value for the varied parameter, and error bars at each point  
      indicate the standard deviation in the dataset. 
      """ 
      fig, ax0 = plt.subplots(nrows=1, ncols=1) 
 
      c = self.color 
 
      # helicity vs parameter lines 
      ax0.plot( 
         self.alpha_parameter_1_value, self.alpha_helicity_mean,  
         color=['red', 'gray'][c], linestyle=['-', '--'][c], lw=1.75) 
      ax0.plot( 
         self.beta_parameter_1_value, self.beta_helicity_mean,  
         color=['blue', 'gray'][c], linestyle=['-', '-.'][c], lw=1.75) 
 
      # default line 
      par_default = param_list[self.parameter_1] 
      ax0.plot([par_default, par_default], [0, 1],  
                  '--', lw=1, color="black") 
 
      # error bars 
      ax0.errorbar(self.alpha_parameter_1_value, self.alpha_helicity_mean,  
                  yerr = self.alpha_helicity_sd,   
                  color=['red', 'gray'][c], lw=0.5) 
      ax0.errorbar(self.beta_parameter_1_value, self.beta_helicity_mean,  
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                  yerr=self.beta_helicity_sd,  
                  color=['blue', 'gray'][c], lw=0.5) 
 
      # axes 
      ax0.set_xlabel(self.parameter_1.upper(), fontsize=14) 
      ax0.set_ylabel("Helicity", fontsize=14) 
      max_pt = max(self.alpha_parameter_1_value +  
                        self.beta_parameter_1_value) 
      margin = 0.04 * (max_pt) 
      ax0.axis([-margin, max_pt + margin, -0.04, 1.04]) 
 
      # Size 
      fig.set_size_inches(3.5, 2.25) 
      fig.subplots_adjust(bottom=0.21, top=0.98, left=0.18, right=0.95) 
      for t in ax0.xaxis.get_major_ticks() + ax0.yaxis.get_major_ticks(): 
            t.label.set_fontsize(10) 
 
      # save plot 
      plt.savefig(self.plot_namer("_prarmeter_helicity_plot_"), dpi=300) 
      plt.close() 
 
   def score_heli_axis_limits(self): 
      """ Sets axis limits for score-helicity plots """ 
      # Determining score range 
      scores = self.alpha_scores + self.beta_scores 
      y_max = max([max(i) for i in scores]) 
      y_min = min([min(i) for i in scores]) 
 
      # Getting axis limits 
      margin = 0.06 * (y_max - y_min)  # prevents points being cut off 
      ax_min, ax_max = y_min - margin, y_max + margin 
      axlims = [-0.06, 1.06, ax_min, ax_max] 
 
      return axlims 
 
 
   def colormapper(self, scorelist): 
      """ Generate iterable cmap patterns for use in score_helicity_plot """ 
      if self.color == 0: 
         colors = iter(cm.rainbow(np.linspace(0, 1, len(scorelist)))) 
         markers = iter(['o'] * len(scorelist)) 
      else:  
         colors = iter(['gray'] * len(scorelist)) 
         markers = iter(['o', 's', 'D', '^', 'h', 'p', '*',  
                        'v', 'd', '8', '>', '<', 'H']) 
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      return colors, markers 
 
   def score_helicity_plot(self): 
      """ 
      Generates a pair of scatterplots intended to mimic score-RMSD funnel  
      plots. The first represents the alpha sequence peptides, and the second  
      the beta sequence peptides. The plot coordinates for each decoy are its  
      score and its helicity. This plot includes the data from all subsets. 
      """    
      fig, ax = plt.subplots(nrows=2, ncols=1) 
 
      # alpha plot 
      colors, markers = self.colormapper(self.alpha_scores) 
      legend_keys = [] 
      for group in range(len(self.alpha_scores)): 
         key = ax[0].scatter(self.alpha_helicities[group],  
                           self.alpha_scores[group], s=10, alpha=0.6,  
                           c=next(colors), marker=next(markers)) 
         legend_keys.append(key) 
 
      # beta plot 
      colors, markers = self.colormapper(self.beta_scores) 
      for group in range(len(self.beta_scores)): 
         ax[1].scatter(self.beta_helicities[group],  
                     self.beta_scores[group], s=10, alpha=0.6,  
                     c=next(colors), marker=next(markers)) 
      ax[1].set_xlabel("Helicity", fontsize=14) 
 
      # Setting axis limits and ticks 
      axis_limits = self.score_heli_axis_limits() 
      for a in ax: 
         a.axis(axis_limits) 
         a.set_xticks([0 ,0.5, 1]) 
         cur_y_ticks = a.get_yticks() 
         a.set_yticks(cur_y_ticks[1:-1:2]) 
 
 
      # Y labels 
      plt.figtext(0.02, 0.525, 'Score', horizontalalignment='left',  
         verticalalignment='center', rotation=90, fontsize=14) 
      plt.figtext(0.71, 0.76, r'LK-$\alpha$', horizontalalignment='left',  
         verticalalignment='center', rotation=90, fontsize=12) 
      plt.figtext(0.71, 0.34, r'LK-$\beta$', horizontalalignment='left',  
         verticalalignment='center', rotation=90, fontsize=12) 
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      # legend 
         #title 
      title_switches = {   'hbond_sr_bb': 'hbond',  
                     'lj_wdepth': 'wdepth',  
                     'lk_volume': 'volume'} 
      if self.parameter_1 in title_switches: 
         title = title_switches[self.parameter_1] 
      else: 
         title = self.parameter_1 
 
      assert self.alpha_parameter_1_value == self.beta_parameter_1_value 
      fig.legend(legend_keys, self.alpha_parameter_1_value, ncol=1,  
               bbox_to_anchor=[0,0.05,1,0.9], loc='center right',  
               scatterpoints=1, fontsize=8,  
               title=title.upper()) 
 
      # Size 
      fig.subplots_adjust(bottom=0.2, top=0.9, left=0.2, right=0.69) 
      fig.set_size_inches(3.5, 2.25) 
      plt.subplots_adjust(hspace = 0.5) 
      plt.subplots_adjust(wspace = 0.25) 
 
      # save plot 
      plt.savefig(self.plot_namer("_score_plot_"), dpi=300) 
      plt.close() 
 
   def two_var_grid(self): 
      """ 
      The two-variable heat map is essentially 3-D, and therefore requires 
      the parameter values and helicities to be arrayed.  This function  
      does that. 
      """ 
      for seq in ['alpha_', 'beta_']: 
         # making x and y coordinate arrays 
         vals_1 = sorted(list(set(getattr(self, seq + 'parameter_2_value'))))  
         vals_2 = sorted(list(set(getattr(self, seq + 'parameter_1_value')))) 
         x, y = np.meshgrid(vals_1, vals_2) 
         setattr(self, seq + '2_var_x', x) 
         setattr(self, seq + '2_var_y', y) 
 
         # making z coordinate array 
         x_length = len(vals_1) 
         y_length = len(vals_2) 
         z = np.zeros((y_length, x_length)) 
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         for datum in getattr(self, seq + 'sets'): 
            x_index = vals_1.index(datum.parameter_2_value) 
            y_index = vals_2.index(datum.parameter_1_value) 
            z[y_index][x_index] = datum.helicity_mean 
 
         setattr(self, seq + '2_var_z', z) 
 
      # making alpha - beta difference array 
      assert all(self.alpha_2_var_x) == all(self.beta_2_var_x) 
      setattr(self, 'difference_2_var_x', self.alpha_2_var_x) 
      assert all(self.alpha_2_var_y) == all(self.beta_2_var_y) 
      setattr(self, 'difference_2_var_y', self.alpha_2_var_y) 
 
      delta = self.alpha_2_var_z - self.beta_2_var_z 
      setattr(self, 'difference_2_var_z', delta) 
 
   def heat_plotter(self, which_plot): 
      """ 
      This function makes heat plots for the subsections of the  
      two_var_heat_plot function.  which_plot refers to alpha, beta,  
      or delta. 
      """ 
      subplot = {'alpha': 221, 'beta': 222, 'difference': 212} 
 
      ax = plt.subplot(subplot[which_plot]) 
      x = getattr(self, which_plot + '_2_var_x') 
      y = getattr(self, which_plot + '_2_var_y') 
      z = getattr(self, which_plot + '_2_var_z') 
      if which_plot in ['alpha', 'beta']: 
         cs = ax.contourf(x, y, z, vmin=0, vmax=1,  
                     cmap=[cm.coolwarm, cm.gray][self.color],  
                     levels=np.arange(0, 1.1, 0.1)) 
      else: 
         cs = ax.contourf(x, y, z, cmap=[cm.RdYlGn, cm.gray][self.color]) 
 
      # Points 
      ax.scatter(x, y, color="black", marker='o', edgecolor='white') 
      title = which_plot.upper() 
      ax.set_title(title, fontsize=18) 
      for t in ax.xaxis.get_major_ticks() + ax.yaxis.get_major_ticks(): 
         t.label.set_fontsize(11) 
 
      # Default 
      ax.scatter([0.52], [3], color='white', edgecolor='purple',  
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                    marker='o', s=30) 
 
      # Setting axis limits and tick counts 
      ax.axis([-10.5, 1, 0, 20]) 
      #plt.xticks(list(plt.xticks()[0]) + [0.52]) 
      #plt.yticks(list(plt.xticks()[0]) + [0]) 
 
      return cs 
 
   def two_var_heat_plot(self): 
      """ 
      Generates heat plots displaying the average helicity of the dataset at  
      each point in the two parameter grid.  The top plots represent the  
      alpha sequence and beta sequence peptides, while the bottom plot is the  
      difference between the two. 
      """ 
      axes = [] 
      fig = plt.figure() 
 
      for subplot in ['alpha', 'beta', 'difference']: 
         ax = self.heat_plotter(subplot) 
         axes.append(ax) 
 
      # formatting 
      plt.subplots_adjust(hspace=0.3) 
      plt.subplots_adjust(wspace=0.2) 
      fig.subplots_adjust(top=0.9, bottom=0.12, left=0.11, right=0.85) 
      plt.figtext(0.02, 0.525, 'Hydrophobic Surface LK_DGFREE', fontsize=16,  
                  rotation=90, va='center') 
      plt.figtext(0.475, 0.02, r'Lysine C$\epsilon$ LK_DGFREE', fontsize=16,  
                  ha='center') 
      plt.figtext(0.91, 0.915, 'HELICITY', fontsize=16, ha='center') 
 
      # colorbars 
      color_ax_1 = fig.add_axes([0.89, 0.565, 0.025, 0.33]) 
      fig.colorbar(axes[1], cax=color_ax_1) 
      color_ax_2 = fig.add_axes([0.89, 0.125, 0.025, 0.33]) 
      fig.colorbar(axes[2], cax=color_ax_2) 
 
      # Size 
      fig.set_size_inches(7, 5) 
 
      # save plot 
      plt.savefig(self.plot_namer("_helicity_heat_plot_"), dpi=300) 







   args = parse_args() 
 
   # setting path, eliminating extra '/', lowering case 
   path = normpath(join(getcwd(), args.folder)) 
 
   # isolating folder name 
   directory_name = basename(path) 
 
   # getting data, either by folder analysis, or by reading the dump file 
   # if the analysis has previously been run 
   if args.calculate:  
      opts = '-include_surfaces -mute core' 
      rosetta.init(extra_options=opts) 
 
      datasets = master_data_extraction(  path,  
                                 args.parameter_1,  
                                 args.parameter_2) 
 
   else: 
      # display path and varied parameter(s) 
      display_parameters(path, args.parameter_1, args.parameter_2,  
                     calc=False) 
 
      # importing the saved data from previous calculation 
      master_out = join(path, directory_name + "_helicity_data.txt") 
      with open(master_out, "rb") as f: 
         datasets = pickle.load(f) 
 
   # sort datasets by parameter 1 and parameter 2 values 
   datasets.sort(key=operator.attrgetter( 
      'test_condition', 'parameter_1_value', 'parameter_2_value')) 
 
   # making plots folder 
   plots_folder = join(path, directory_name + '_plots') 
   if not isdir(plots_folder): 
         makedirs(plots_folder) 
    
   # plotting 
   print "\nPlotting" 
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   # Generating local plots 
   octet_groups = make_octets(datasets) 
   if not args.skip_local: 
      for group in octet_groups: 
         local_helicity_plots(   group,  
                           plots_folder,  
                           directory_name,  
                           args.black_white) 
 
   # no aggregate plotting possible for baselines 
   if len(octet_groups) == 1: 
      exit() 
    
      # parameter variation plots 
   var_groups = surf_size_cluster(datasets) 
   for group in var_groups: 
      parameter_varriation_plots(   group[0],  
                           group[1],  
                           plots_folder,  
                           directory_name, 
                           args.black_white) 
 
   print '\n' 
    
if __name__ == '__main__': 
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